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A B S T R A C T 

A search for new states produced in radiative T(1S) decays is accomplished 

by observing the inclusive photon energy spectrum. A narrow resonance in the 

energy spectrum indicates the existence of a new state X produced by the process 

T -» tX. The analysis is based on approximately 0.44 X 10 s T(1S) events 

produced at the DORIS II e + e " storage ring. These data were collected with the 

Crystal Ball detector between April 1983 and May 1986. 

This analysis finds no evidence for a new state, so upper limits on the branch

ing ratio BR["t -» iX) are derived, assuming the state X decays primarily to 

high-multiplicity hadronic final states. In particular, if the state X were a min

imal Higgs particle, its primary decay mode would be to the heaviest fermion-

antifermion pair energetically available. For the radiative T(1S) decays studied 

here, the heavy ferrnjons would be cZ or s i quark states, over most of the relevant 

Higgs' mass range. 

The resulting upper limit for £A(T(1S) -» -yX) is highly energy dependent 

but for X mass between 1.5 GeV and 8.0 GeV, the B0% confidence level upper 

limit is better than 8.0x '" ior a Higgs' mass near 5.0 GeV, the upper limit is 

about 2.0 x 10 * which is approximately equal to the lowest order calculation for 

tile Wilczek mechanism. The WilueV calculation with QCD radiative corrections 

predict branching ratios below the limits set here for all Higgs' masses. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

1.1 Th« 5t=naara Mode) 

Over the lot 30 yean, particle physicists have mad* impressive gain* in 
understanding matter and it* interaction! involved in all phenomena observed to 
date. The fundamental concept driving thi* revelation it that of symmetry. This 
ia moat tranaparent in Lagrangian field theory, where each global aymmetry of 
the Lagrangian impliea a conservation law by Noether'a theorem. Experimentally 
eatabliahed conservation lawa can then restrict the mathematical form of the 
Lagrangian. An example of this ia gauge invariant* which place* a powerful 
constraint on the form of the Lagrangian. The freedom to chooae a particular 
gauge lead* at once to the exiatence of conserved charge* and currents. If one 
goes further and require* the Lagrangian to be locally gauge invariant, one ia 
required to add additional fields in the form of masalesa gauge bosons which can 
be interpreted aa particle* mediating interaction*. Quantum Electrodynamics 
(QED) is the premier example, where the massleea gauge boson ia associated with 
the photon. When the Lagrangian is invariant under some symmetry which ia not 
respected by the ground state, the aymmetry ia aaid to be spontaneously broken. 
If this symmetry la an exact continuous one, spontaneous symmetry breaking 
will eause masalesa spin-aero particles, called Goldstone bosons, to appear. 

It might seem that the use of local gauge invarianee is restrictive because it 

1 
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implies a massless vector boson will mediate interactions, when the photon is the 
only such particle known. If in addition, the gauge symmetry is spontaneously 
broken, one might expect a massless spin-zero Goldstone boson to appear; no 
such particles are known to exist. However, when a local gauge symmetry is 
spontaneously broken a remarkable interaction take* place; the Goldstone boson 
fails to appear in the particle spectrum while the gauge boson acquires this extra 
degree of freedom, giving it mass. The two unwanted massless particles combine 
to give the desired massive gauge boson by what is called the Higgs mechanisml'l 
The one undesirable aspect of this synthesis is that an undetected massive scalar 
particle, called the Higga boson, is predicted to exist. Because there exists no 
evidence for this particle, attempt* have been made to develop a theory which 
has the desirable qualities of a spontaneously broken gauge theory while keeping 
a fundamental Higgs boson out cf the particle spectrum. Usually these attempts 
take the form of dynamical symmetry breaking where the aymmetry is broken by 
scalar bound states, arising from radiative corrections, which play the role of the 
Higgs boson. Here the dynamics of the system itself break the symmetry. Un
fortunately, no completely satisfactory approach along these lines has appeared 
thus far. 

Several authors, notably S. L. Glashow, S. Weinberg and A. Salami con
tributed to what is now called the 'Standard Model" by Imposing the type of 
symmetry arguments discussed above to form a unified theory of the weak and 
electromagnetic interactions. The standard model ia a generalixation of this 
electroweak theory which include* the SU[3)c group of colored quarks. Because 
the primary features of the Higga mechanism do not depend on the inclusion 
of quarks, only the electroweak theory will be discussed below. In the mini
mal electroweak theory, the fundamental fermions form left-handed weak-isospln 
doublets 

*-«. '•-O. ^\ 
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where the left-handed projection! are 

"•t = 5(1 - "It)"' - "nh = j U - It)"* VTL = 5(1 - 1i)fr 

Thia doublet itructur* allow* the weak charged current to contain left-handed 
spinors. Because right-handed weak charged current* axe not obterved in nature, 
the right handed fermioni form weak-iaoepin singlets 

Rt = tR Rp = fix R, = TR 

where the right-handed projections are 

«« = 5(1 + Kt)e M = 5U + "ll)l* TR = -(1 + nn)r 

For neutrinos, 

"» = j<» + it)" = 0 

for each of the three generations. Thii condition implies that the neutrino will 
not get a mass from the standard lepton-Higga coupling. However, neutrinos can 
obtain a mass through a Majorana mass term in the Lagrangian of the form 

A£ = tritfu. 

In the Standard model, this term l» A J = 1 and therefore very small. 

Electromagnetism is incorporated by constructing a weak hyperchargc, Y, 
which commutes with the weak isospin and satisfies the Gell-Mann-Nishijima 
relation 

Q = h + \Y. 

1.1 Tk, SUtiri Mcitl £atL 

Invoking spontaneous symmetry breaking give* man to three of the gauge field* 
while keeping the other field mantes*. This later field will be associated with 
the photon. Spontaneous symmetry breaking will also permit maas term* for 
the electron, muon and tau, which would normally be abaent since they would 
violate the SU(2) invarlancs. The SU[2)L ® U[l)y group ia most easily broken 
by Introducing a doublet of complex scalar field* 

and the most general, stable, renormalixable potential 

When p' < 0, the field ft acquire* a non-uro vacuum expectation value, which 
can be chosen real: 

where u = v^_**VI*J- This breaks both the SU[2)j, and V(l)y symmetries 
but the aymmetry under C(l)g is preserved, which is neceuary for t .assies* 
photon. The Lagrangian can be expanded about (tt>)o by defining four new fleld« 
f and q so that 
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whert the ft ere 3 independent fields and the r,- are the Pauli »pin matrices. 
By transforming the La|ran(ian to the unitary gauge where the physical states 
appear explicitly, it ie straightforward to define new gauge field* 

The Af field remain* muilew, while the W* and Z„ field* acquire man term*: 

Mw± = fv/2 

Mt* = \y{$> + **<= Mwtjl + fVt1-

In thi* gauge, the f field di*appean completely from the Lagranglan. The c's 
three degree* of freedom were not loet, nor did they appear aa Gold*tone boeon*, 
but rather were abtorbed into an additional helicity atate for the three gauge 
boaoni, the W* and Z°, giving them man. The t) field, on the other hand, 
acquire* a mass term and correspond* to the Higg* boson with mass 

M% = -2 / t 1 > 0, 

which is both positive and arbitrary. 

If this model is compared to other models of the weak interaction which 
correctly describe the low energy behavior (but fail at higher energies), then an 
association can be made with the Fermi'* coupling constant Gj. By comparing 
terms in the Lagrangians one finds 

» J/8 = GrM&jyfi 

1.1 Tkc SU*i.U MM P„e e 

which implies 

<«ty, = (GjrVSr* a 174 <3eV. 

Similarly, the electromagnetic charge e can be related to the coupling constants 
a and a': 

* = M 7 V » ' + f* = •'"•#•/ = f sinliv 

where lw is used to parametrise the mixing of the 8£ and Ar fields. Mass 
relations for the W* and Z° can now be written in terms of f */. To lowest order 
these areW 

Ml = t'/AGrVi 

= *a/Gfy/Stin3tw 

et (37.28 GeV/cy/sin1**/ 

M}=Ml/cottw 
Radiative correction* modify these relations so that 

M^ = xa/GFy/2(l - Arjiin'gw 

where the Ar contribution arises primarily from a evolving from a - 1 =; 137.0 at 
(p = 0, to a - 1 = 127.5 at Q1 = MW- This Ar correction has been calculated'4! 
to be about Ar = 0.030. The more accurate equation now reads 

, , „ (SS.SGeV/c')' „ „. 
sin'f* a 5 ^ . I > , |i.2j 

Before 1983, neutrino-electron scattering experiments, studying charged and neu
tral current interaction, Indicated1'1 

sin'f w « 0.216 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 
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Implying the W* and Z° manes were 

Mw a 83.0JJ, GeV/e* Af, a 93.815:; UeV/c a . 

In 1083, the ' M l and UA2 collaborations, running at the CERN SPS Pp collider 

presented the first direct evidence for the existence of the W ± and Z°. The 

measured values werel*' 

My/ = (80.9 ± 1.5 ± 2.4) GeV/c 1 AiW = (81.0 ± 2.5 ± 1.3) GeV/c' 

Mg = (05.8 ± 1.4 ± 2.9) GeV/c' Aj*x = (91.0 ± 1.3 ± 1.4) GeV/c' 

for the two groups respectively. From such measurements one can calculate 

sin' lw from formula [1.2]. Using a weighted average of UA1 and UA2's moat 

recent results one getsl'l 

sin' »iv = 0.223 4 (U Al and V A2). 

Averaging the value of sin'fv/ obtained irom many experiments, including the 

UA1 and TJA2 results, several neutrinc-lepton and neutrino-nucleon scattering 

experiments, forward-backward asymmetry measurements from **t~ —• fX*n~, 

and atomic parity violation results yields1'! 

sic* l w = 0.223 ± 0.004 (world average). 

The prediction and subsequent discovery of the W± and Z° gauge bosons, 

among many other triumphs, has given physicists confidence that the standard 

model is correct to a good level of approximation. Indeed, no experimental data 

are in conflict with this theory, at present. However, the standard model falls 

short in several respects; is does not explain the origin of the fermion generations, 

the quark and lepton masses, the mixing between quark flavors, CP violation, 

why the weak chsrged-current interactions are left handed, and other fundamen

tal questions. In the very likely event that new physics is discovered at higher 

energies, any comprehensive model will most likely have the standard model as 

its low-energy approximation. 

l.t Tkc Hint Stctor Put l 

1.3 The Higg* Sector 

Although the predictive power of the standard model is impressive, it says 

very little about the Higgs boson. The standard Higgs is a neutral scalar which 

couples to all particles in proportion to their mass. The coupling to any particle 

X is given by 

G - = 2 M x ^ M* 
X x a v 123GeV/c' 

where Afx is measured in GeV/c*. 

The moat interesting quantity, in relation to experimental searches, is it's 

mass. Because experimental detection of the standard Higgs is difficult, as will 

be shown below, its discovery would be made much easier if a more definitive 

statement could be made regarding its mass. By applying internal consistency 

arguments, one can at least make upper and lower, bounds on its massl10' Taking 

into account quantum corrections, one can calculate the effective potential for 

the scalar <• fields, corresponding to equation |X.1|. The effective potential can be 

approximated by summing tree-level and one-loop diagrams with the assumption 

that all fermions are much lighter than the W* and Z". The form of the effective 

potential in this case is shown in Figure 1.1 anO is1"! 

V.rlV) = pV+B*4ln(*VM?) 

where B is a positive constant 

where the sum runs over the vector gauge bosons and M[ a an arbitrary mass 

parameter. If T a 2B(+)l/Mf, is between 0 and J, V(^) will have one minimum 

away from the origin. For T between J and 1, V will have an absolute minimum 

away from the origin and a local minimum at # = 0. If T is greater than 1, the 
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l > 

10/00 
Fig. l.t The effective potential after radiative corrections in the standard 

model. The scaled potential V{+) s 4V(4)/Mf,+l ia plotted. 
Depending on T (defined in the text) the minimum away from 
the origin can be stable, metastable, or instable. 

absolute minimum will be at 4 = 0 and a local minimum will exist away from 

the origin. The requirement that the minimum away from the origin, which !» 

responsible for symmetry breaking, is absolute (I* < 1), leads to the lower limit 

called the Weinberg-Linde limit. For sln'tip = -223 this relation implies MJJ > 

6.7GeV/c . If too-loop diagrams are taken Into account, this lower limit must 

be raised by about 300MeVN If one assumes the effective potential's minimum 

away from the origin Is not an absolute minimum, but corresponds to a long-lived 

metastable vacuum, the probability that a local quantum fluctuation couid cause 

the vacuum state to tunnel to the absolute minimum can be calculated!"' The 

lower limit, assuming this tunneling b not probable over the age of the universe, 

It Tkt Hitfi Sitter p,ft 1Q 

is about 10.4 GeV/c*. 

A lower limit can be formulated which does not assume all fermions are lighter 

than the vector gauge bosons. Using the branching ratios for K* -» **e+e~ and 

K* —»jr ± p + ) i - , the lower limit 

MH > 325MeV/c* 

can be derivedt1*' Many assumptions are made in deriving this upper limit so it 

may only be approximately correct. Constraints from macroscopic, atomic and 

nuclear physics require Mjt > 0 (15MeV/c J ) , 1 B | with more confidence. 

An upper limit on the Higgs boso. man is obtained by considering W*W~ -> 

W+W" scattering for longitudinally polarized W'». At high energy, the ampli

tude scales like 

T ~ ( -4Gr/v / 5)A&, S - . oo. 

When the partial-wave unitarity bound, \TJ\ < 1, is applied to the S-wave am
plitude, where 

T = IS* £ ( 2 J + lJT'JVIcosf) 

one finds 

Mil < 4xVi/Gr = (1.2TBV/C*)1. 

If various assumptions are used to further constrain the Higgs sector rf the 

standard model, some definite predictions on the Higgs mass can be made. If 

one assumes a linear relationship between the quartic scalar coupling, A, and the 

squares of the gauge couplings, a and g\ 

X = eio' + ejo'J, 
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the n u i of the Higga i* unl ,«ely determined!"1 to be 48 ± 2GeV/c'. A very 

different prediction arises from the assumption that at high energies, natter

ing of longitudinally polariied W bosons is softened by lome unspecified strong 

interaction in the t-channel. If the amplitude vanishes sufficiently fast at high 

energies, the prediction 

MH;a 2.3MB- » lBOGeV/c' 

can be made!"' Although the assumptions which give rise to these predictions 

have little or no experimental justification, the results are presented here to 

indicate the large theoretical uncertainty in the Higgs sector. 

A jiuch lower Higgs man is predicted if one drops the mass term in the 

scalar potential by setting |i* = 0 in equation (1.1] above. In this case, radiative 

corrections to the effective potential break the symmetry dynamlcallyl"' The 

Higgs mas* is then determined to be 

If all fermion* masses, A//, are much less than the W boson's, sin'fV = .223 

results in MH =; 9.4 GeV/c . Again, two-loop corrections!") raise this number 

to about 10.4 GeV/c . This prediction is interesting because it is experimentally 

accessible and this mass Is within the T system where mixing could enhance the 

Higgs boson production. 

The standard model is described by three fundamental parameters, excluding 

fermion masses. Two of these parameter, a = 1/137.036 and Gp = 1.16631 X 

10"' G e V - ' , are determined quite accurately. The third fundamental parameter 

can be taken as either sin]«V>, M r , Mi or some combination of these, where the 

remaining two quantities are then uniquely determined. Since the mass of the 

W* and the Z° are now directly measurable, the ratio Mw/M% is usually taken 

1.1 Tkt Hint Sector Ptf It 

to be the third parameter. In this way, the p parameter, denned as 

Mj, 
" Micos'sV ~ ' 

can be set to one in the standard model, independent of radiative corrections. 

The measured values of Af«/ and Mi from UA1 and UA2, and sin'tV from other 

experiments, produces the measurement'*' 

p = 1.006 ±0.008 

in agreement with the standard model. This measurement is important for at

tempt* to formulate more complicated models of the Higgs sector than just one 

Higgs doublet. Grand unified theories and theories where CP-violation occurs di

rectly by spontaneous symmetry breaking, for example, involve such extensions. 

These models are constrained to have only weak isospirt doublets because larger 

multiplets imply » ^ 1 In genera!, unless the vacuum expectation values are care

fully chosen; with only weak isospin doublets, p = 1 is assured. In the simplest 

extension of the standard model, two Higg* doublets are used to break the sym

metry. In this case, five Higgs bosons appear; three are electrically neutral and 

two charged. Models such as this are popular because charged Higgs would be 

much easier to detect experimentally. These theories often have more freedom 

than the minimal model so the Higgs masse* are generally even less constrained. 

In summary, the Higg* boson mass is theoretically quite unconstrained. In 

the minimal Higgs sector, it is somewhere between about 7 GeV/c' and 1 TeV/c*, 

with assumption* about the fermion raassej. Without assumptions on the fermion 

masses the lower limit is O(100 MeV/c*). Experimentally, no Higga mass has 

been excluded in this energy renge. 
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1.8 Searching for the Biggs Boson In Radiative Upsllon Decays 

Understanding the Higgs sector has been called "Problem Number One" in 
particle physicsl"' Because the Higga sector is not well understood theoretically 
and because of its central Importance la symmetry breaking and mass generation, 
experimental results are desperately needed to constrain models. These results 
will most likely come from experiments running at pp colliders and/or e+e -

maehines. 

The most promising Higgs boson production mechanisms at pp colliders are 
expected to be very difficult to observe. Gluon fusion haa a very low cross section 

o(pp" -» B + X) « (1 to 100) pb 

for a Higgs mass ranging from about lOOGeV/e* down to about SGeV/c', re
spectively for V» •» (400 to 3000) GeV. Not only it this cross section too small 
for Higgs detection at present, but its decay will mimic that of heavy quarks. 
Another possibility, quark bremsstrahlung, may have a better experimental sig
nature. If the heavy quarks are charm quarks and the Higgs decays Into r pairs, 
the final state pp -t CZTTX should be distinctive, however the cross section is 
again small. 

Higgs production in e+e - machines is also difficult because its coupling to 
any particle is proportional to its mass. The continuum production of Higgs 
bosons is reviewed in Reference 21. Calculations show the cross sections for the 
processes 

A) e +e" -» H -* hadrons (direct production) 
B) e+e- - . -yff 
c ) e+e- -• qq>7 (quark Bremsstrahlung) 
D) e+e - - . e+e-fl (2-photon production) 

1.3 Sttrckint lor At Hint Boion in RtiUtitt Uriilo* Dec«»i pf*4 

Ft/. It Feynman diagram for Higgs production via Z" bremsstrahlung. 

are extremely small. The cross sections for processes A and B, given in terms of 
^ = "kid/'wo a r e about 

Ail M 2 x 10 _ I (e+e- -» H -* hadrons) 
Afi « 1 x 10"8 (e+e- — iff) 

for Biggs' mass between about 3 and 30 GeV/e*. Both of these cross sections are 
far too small to observe at present. Process** C and D also have cross sections 
that are unobservably small; 

a «s 2 x 10"4 pb («+e_ -+ qqff) 
e » 1 x 10 _ I pb (e+e- -* e+e~ff) 

Thus, continuum production of the Higgs boson in e+e~ collisions is not feasible 
with present experimental techniques. 

There is, however, an interesting Higgs production mechanism which may 
become important as the SLC collider and LEP storage ring become operational. 
Higgs production by Z" bremsstrahlung, shown in Figure 1.2 could provide a 
clean signal if the Higgs' mass is near 10 GeV/cJlMl If the decay fermions of 
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the 2° are electron or muon pain, the event signature ihould be clean with 
little background. For a Rigge man between 10 and 20 GeV/c', BR(Z" -> 
B°t*t~) m lO-MO - 1 reipectively. With 10* Z° decayi produced at the SLC 
or LEP, enough decayi of thie type could be detected to either find or rule-out 
a Hlgge near 10 GeV/c1; a heavier Higge, however, require* a rapid increase in 
eenaitivity. 

Although continuum production of the Hlggt boeon if not experimentally 
possible at thie time, heavy quark resonance* can provide "outpoeU" with which 
to Kerch for the Higga. The vector reeonancee, the », I, J/V>, T, ©, and their ex
cited itatee may provide better opportusltiee for Hlgge production. The Wlksek 
mechaniiml"! by which vector reeonancee decay to a photon and the Higge, aeenu 
to provide the beet poeeiblllty for Hlgge production to date. Figure 1.3 shows 
the feynman graph for the proceee V -»iH. Calculation of thia graph ylelde 

BR(y-.T,m ,GrMl(. Ml\ , 1 3 , 
BR{K -* «*+!»-) 3 P 5 * c ^ A*?'' ' 

Because the Higga couple* to quarke In proportion to their maee, the heavieet 
quark pair experimentally available ehould be utilised. Radiative'decays of the 
T reeonancee, being the heavieet known quark pair* to date, are thus the beet 
candidate* for Higge production. 

The above reeult, [1.3), mutt be modified to take into account higher-order 
corrections. Perturbative QCD radiative correctional"! are found to lower this 
estimate by about s* 2. Mixing between the Higgs and vector P-wave states have 
also been considered!") These effects have been combined taking care to avoid 
double counting!"! The resulting plot of BR(T -» i+H) it shown in Figure 1.4. 
The line labeled (L) ie the leading order calculation, while the lines (A) and 
(B) show the results of two different methods of calculating the first order QCD 
radiative corrections. It should be noted that because these corrections reduce 
the rate by about a factor of two, higher-order corrections may further suppress 
this prediction. 
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H 
Fig. l.S Feynman diagram for the Wilcsek mechanism. The leading or

der process for the i plus Higgs decay of the ej vector resonance. 
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Fi§. 1-4 The branching ratio for T -» t + B predicted by the Wllctek 
mechaniam. The leading order (L\, and two methods of calcu
lating the first order radiative QCD corrections (A and B) are 
shown. 
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Fig. 1.5 The final T(1S) inclusive photon spectrum. No obvious narrow 
structures consistent with the decay T -» iX are indicated. 

1.4 Experimental Results 

Results from this experiment, detailed in Chapter 4, and similar analyses 

from other experiments are reviewed and compared here. A result of this the

sis is the inclusive photon spectrum from the T(1S), shown in Figure l.S. No 

narrow resonances are observed in this spectrum so an upper limit for the pro

cess T(1S) -» 7X is derived. The detection efficiency for this process depends 

on the decay modes of the state X. The most interesting case is where X is a 

minimal Higgs boson which decays into fermion-antifermion pairs with couplings 

proportional to the fermion mass. Modeling the detection efficiency consistent 

with these Higgs decay modes leads to the upper limit shown in Figure 1.6. Fig

ure 1.7 shows the upper limit* as a function of recoil maw. The 00% confidence 

level upper limit just touches the iowest-order Wilesek calculation for a Higgs' 

mass in the S.S GeV/c 1 region. For Higgs' manes betow about 4 GeV/c*, the 

efficiency drop, due to Bhabha rejection criteria, raises the corresponding upper 

limit. The decay modes open to the Higgs for masses below about 1 GeV/e* are 
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Fig. l.S The 90% confidence level upper limit for the process T(1S) -> 
iX as a function of photon energy. The assumptions on the 
decay of X are found in Chapter 4. The vertical dashed lines 
show the kinematic thresholds for the relevant fermions. 

sufficiently different from the decays into ee and s i that an entirely different anal

ysis would be required to separate such decays from QED processes. For Higgs' 

masses above S.S GeV/e*, the efficiency drop for lower energy photons and higher 

backgrounds combine to quickly raise the corresponding upper limit. This effect, 

along with the decrease in theoretical estimates of the branching ratio, make it 

extremely difficult to rule out a Higgs man above about 8 GeV/c 1 . 

The other experiments which have reported similar results are the ARGUS 

collaboration which also uses data taken at the DORIS II storage ring and the 

CUSB and CLGO experiments which run at the CESR storage ring at Cornell 

University. Figure 1.8 shows the 00% confidence level upper limits for BR[T -> 

•yX) from the ARGUS experimentl9*' The upper plot is derived by detecting 

photons directly in a shower counter while the lower plot requires the photons 

to convert to e + e~ pairs in the beam pipe which are then detected. The CLEO 

detector, like ARGUS, is a magnetic detector designed to measure the energy 
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Fig. J. 7 The SOS confidence level upper limit for the procew T(1S) —* 
•vX aa a function of recoil maw. The vertical dashed linea show 
the kinematic thresholds for the relevant fcrmions. The horizon-
tal dashed line corresponds to the lowest order calculation for 
the Wiluek mechanism. The twonolid horisontal lines indicate 
the range of the theoretical estimate of the first order radiative 
corrections to the Wileiek calculation. 

and momentum of chaffed particles. By measuring e+e~ pairs from converted 
photons they report the upper limits'shown in Figure l.Ht"! These plots should 
be compared to Figure I.e. The CUSB detector is similar to the Cryetal Ball 
detector in that it is a non-magnetic calorimeter. Figure 1.10 shows CUSB's 
upper limit as a function of recoil mass iqusredl"' 

The CUSB result is the most similar to that found in this thesis. Their plot 
can be compared to Figure 1.7 except that CUSB plots the recoil mass squared. 
These two results are similar for a Biggs' matii above 4 GeV/c'. The lack of 
kinematic thresholds in CUSB's plot, however, Indicates they must have used a 
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Fit- 1-8 The upper limit for BR[T -> iX) as a function of photon energy 
reported by the ARGUS collaboration. The top plot is derived 
from measuring photons directly in their shower counters. The 
lower plot requires the photons to first convert to e+e" pairs in 
the beam pipe which are then detected. 
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Fig. 1.9 The upper limit for BR{T -* iX) u a function of photon en
ergy reported by the CLEO collaboration. This analysis requires 
photon* to Bnt convert to e+e~ pain In the beam pipe which 
are then detected. 

very different model for their efficiency calculation. Thus, for a Higgs' masi below 
4 GeV/c', the comparison between thli analyilt and CUSB's it not poeiible. 

1.5 Summary 

The search for the Higgs boson In radiative T decays appears the most di
rect method available for discovering a light Higgs. Unfortunately, no Higgs' 
masses have been experimentally ruled out by this mefthod. To reach the current 
theoretical estimate! for a Higgs' mass above 8 GeV/c' would require a sample 
of about 10 million T(1S) decays gathered with a detector having a sensitiv
ity 5 times that of the Crystal Ball. This would be an enormous undertaking 
spanning many yean of data-taking. Thus, it will be difficult to substantially 
improve the result presented here without an enormous Increase In the num-
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Fi§. 1.10 The upper limit for BR(T ~> fX) a* a function of recoil mass 
squared reported by the CUSB collaboration. The dashed line 
shows the lowest order Wilczek calculation. 

ber of T decays or a significantly better detector than any in existence today. 
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Chapter 2 

THE CRYSTAL BALL EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

The Crystal Bali experiment haa been officially in profreaa for eleven years; it 

it therefore an old-timer a* hifh-enercr experiment! fo. Thua, detailed descrip

tion! covering aeveral aspects of the Cryatal Ball have already been written. To 

avoid unnecessary repetition, detector component! described in this chapter and 

the standard off-line data analysis found in Chapter 3 will be detailed enouth to 

male clear the experimental techniques discussed in this thesis. Reference will 

be made to the appropriate source(s) for the reader interested In greater detail. 

Any relevant modifications beyond the referenced descriptions will of course be 

included here. 

3.3 The DORIS II Storage Ring 

The original DORIS e + e~ storage ring operated with electrons and positrons 

circulating in two separate rings, one over the other. These beams crossed at 

2 experimental interaction regions to provide e + e~ collisions up to 7 GeV in 

the center of rnsnl1' In order to study the T region, the maximum energy was 

raised to 10.2 GeV In 1078 using the upper of the two rings, converting DORIS 

to a single bunch, single ring machine. From November 1081 to June 1982, 

extensive modifications were undertaken to upgrade the machine to DORIS III" 
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Fig. t.l Layout of the DORIS II storage tint/,. Electron! and positrons 
from Linac I and II are stored arvi accelerated at the DESY 
synchrotron before being transmitted to DESY II. 

Bendine magnets and RF power supplies were modified or replaced, the lower 

ring was removed and mini-/? focusing magnets were installed 1.2 meters from 

the interaction regions to boost the specific luminosity. The maximum center of 

mass energy was raised to 11.2 GeV with a decrease in total power consumption. 

Figure 2.1 shows the DORIS II injection system. Bunches of 40 MeV elec

trons from Linac I and 400 MeV positrous, collected from Linac II in the PIA. 

accumulator ring, are transferred to the DESY synchrotron where they are ac

celerated to the DORIS II beam energy. The electrons and positrons from DESY 

can then be injected into DORIS II. Because beams do not have to be dumped 

before injection at DORIS II, the beam currents can be topped off in about 1-2 

minutes during normal operation. When DORIS II began operation in 1982, an 

8 cm optic ifil) was used. This was soon reduced to a 4 cm optic and resulted 

in peak luminosities between (1.5-2.0) x 10 3 ' c m - * s e c - 1 . 
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Fi§. t.t The major component* of the Crystal Ball at DORIS II. Time-
of-Flight counters, signal processing electronics and data acqui
sition system are not shown. 

Typical T(1S) running involves injecting to 40 raA per beam and running 
down to 20-25 oA after about l j hours. DORIS II frequently delivers 800-
1000 nb _ 1 per day at the T(1S), but downtime for start-up and intermittent 
breakdowns reduce this to about 500 nb - 1 per day, averaged over a long run. 

3.3 Experimental Overview 

The Crystal Ball detector, shown in Figure 2.2, consists of several major 
hardware components: 

1) The Main Ball . 
2) Endcap Arrays 
3) Central Tracking Chambers 
4) Luminosity Counters 
5) Time of Flight System 
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•) Signal Processing Electronics 
7) Online Data Acquisition System 

The first 4 components are housed in a 4 x 4 X 6 meter "dry bouse" which 
provides a stable temperature and humidity environment for reasons described 
bdow. Above and around the sides of the dry house lies the Time of Flight 
system which is itself surrounded by large concrete blocks for radiation shielding 
of the experimental hall. The signal processing electronics and the on-line data 
acquisition system reside in the Crystal Ball control room located about 15 meters 
above the DORIS ring. 

2.4 The Main Ball 

The primary component of the Crystal Ball detector is the main ball, or 
Crystal Ball proper. It consists of 672 Thallium doped Nal crystals stacked 
in a spherical array. NaI(TI) is used because of its good energy resolution for 
electromagnetically showering particles; photons, electrons and positrons. The 
energy resolution for these particles, determined from studies at SPEARl'l was 
found to be 

as 2.7 ±0.2% 
E #E 

The high segmentation provides an angular resolution of 1-2° depending on en
ergy; higher energy photons and electrons have the better angular resolution. 
This segmentation is needed to spatially resolve showering particles from other 
nearby particles in the e+«~ interactions studied here. 

The geometry of the Crystal Ball is based on the icosahedron as shown in 
Figure 2.3l'l Each of the icoeahedron'a 20 faces, called "major triangles," are di
vided into 4 "minor triangles,* each of which is itself divided Into 9 "modules", 
or crystals. All crystals are projected onto a 26 inch radius sphere and are trun
cated 10 inches from the origin. This results in a 10 inch radius spherical cavity 
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Fit- X.3 The underlying structure or the Crystal Ball. The top figure 
•hows an icosahedron where each face is termed a major trian
gle. In the middle figure, each major triangle is divided into 4 
minor triangles. The bottom figure shows the geometry of the 
individual crystals resulting from dividing minor triangles into 
9 crystals each. 
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inside the ball .which provides space for both this beampipe and tracking cham
bers. Because each crystal is 16 inches long it represents roughly 15 radiation 
length* or one nuclear absorption length of Nal. 

Of the 720 possible crystals in the geometry described, 48 which would nor
mally lie near the ± t-axi* do not actually exist to allow entry of the beampipe 
which transports the e+e~ beams. These holes, or "tunnels? reduce the bait's 
solid angle coverage to 93% of 4* steradians. The first layer of crystals surround
ing the tunnels are called tunnel modules. In the actual ball, crystals are stacked 
in two hemispheres, split horizontally, so the detector can be opened vertically. 
This is necessary to allow access to the interaction region and tracking chambers. 
A photomultiplier tube is mounted on the outside of every crystal to measure 
the scintillator light produced by particles traversing the Nal. The photomulti
plier output is then directed to the signal processing electronics. All signals are 
digitized and stored for readout by the on-line computer!'' 

Nal is susceptible to two environmental dangers which can degrade its optical 
properties; water and radiation. Nal is hygroscopic and can be damaged by even 
a small exposure to atmospheric moisture. For protection against crystal hydra
tion, each hemisphere is hermetically sealed. Additional safety is provided by the 
dry house surrounding the detector which provides a dehumidified atmosphere 
and temperature regulation. 

Radiation levels at DORIS are much higher than at SPEAR so several tech
niques were introduced at DORIS and are presently utilized to reduce the crys
tal's radiation exposure to a tolerable level. The ball is opened remotely during 
injection of the c+c~ beams to distance it from the high radiation levels near the 
beampipe. In addition, lead shielding is inserted remotely between the opened 
ball and the interaction region. After injection, the lead is removed and the ball 
closed. These precautions reduce the injection radiation dose by about a factor 
of 80. Averaged over a long running period, the ball receives about 1 rid per 
r>b~' of luminosity. When no data is being taken, during machine studies or 
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synchrotron radiation running, a more aubitantial lead ahield ia atacked around 

the interaction region to provide additional protection for the opened ball. Up 

to this point the total accumulated radiation in the ball, mainly in the regions of 

the tunnel modulea, ia SSO rada; approximately 300 rada were received at SPEAR 

and about SSO rada at DORIS. Significant resolution degradation ia expected for 

dosea greater than about 1000 rada, however, no significant performance degra

dation has been observed at the present time. 

2.6 Endeape 

To further improve the Crystal Ball's solid angle coverage, Nal endcap arrays 

are placed away from the main ball along the ±s-axls. Both Nal endcap arrays 

use 20 crystals each to provide about 10 radiation lengths over their portion of the 

solid angle, making the total solid angle coverage about 98% of 4> steradianal'l 

Many exclusive analyses use energy deposition in the endcaps as an event veto 

but the inclusive analysis presented here uses them only when calculating the 

detector's total energy deposition. 

2.0 Tracking Chambers 

The Crystal Ball tracking chambers at DESY consist of proportional tu*» 

chambers placed cyllndrically in several layers around the interaction region, u 

shown if Figure 2.4. Each chamber consists of a thin aluminum tube with a 

50/i cathode sense wire stretched across the tube's long axis. Pulse heights were 

first obtained by using "magic gas" (75% Argon, 20% Isobutane, 4% Methynel 

and 0.25% Freon) and later with an Argon-COa-methane mixture (79% Argon, 

20% COj and 1% Methane). Pulses from each tube above a software threshold 

are termed hits. The p and ip coordinates for each hit are determined by the 

tube while the f Information ia obtained by charge-division readout. For charged 

particles traversing the chambers, the average ip resolution is 1-2% ef 2tr and 

the I resolution is about 1-2% of the tube lengthl'1 
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Fig. 1.4 The Crystal Ball tube chambers. The upper figure shows the 
chamber configuration used from June 1082 until April 1084. 
The lower figure shows the chambers aa they have been from 
April 1984 to the present. Dimensions are given in centimeters. 
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The chambers initially installed at DORIS II ran with magic g u and con

sisted of three double layen of 3 mil wall aluminum tube*. The inner 4 layera 

had 80 tubei each while the outer two layen had ISO tube* each. The aolid 

angle coverage from the inner to the outer double layen was M, 06 and 78% of 

4 * steradians. The magic gaa and high radiation environment combined to pro

duce organic compound! on the tube's aenie wire*. This caused the efficiency to 

steadily declined until June 1083 when the inner two double layen were replaced. 

The gai mixture for these chamben wae twitched to the Argon-COi-Methane 

mixture!'! and the tube wall thickness was increased to 7 mil to increase me

chanical stability. The tube diameter for the inner two layers was also enlarged 

so each layer contained 64 tubes. In April 1084, the outer double layer was 

replaced by two double layen, with 112 and 148 tubes per layer respectively, 

making eight layen in all. This wss done to replace the deteriorating layen 

still using the magic gss mixture and to Increase the chamber's tracking ability. 

The Argon-COi-methane mixture wss then used for all tubes. No degradation 

of the chamber performance has been seen since changing to the Argon-COi-

Methane gas mixture. The solid angle coverage for this configuration was then 

08,06, 67 and 78% of An tteradians respectively. Table 2.1 lists the dimensions 

and radiation lengths at norma) incidence for each double layer of the tracking 

chamben. 

2.7 Luminosity Counters 

The luminosity monitor is used to cross-check the luminosity measurement 

made with large-angle Bhabhas in the main balll'l This is accomplished by de

tecting small angle Bhabhas in the luminosity counters and scaling with the 

known QED cross-section integrated over the counter's acceptance. The lumi

nosity counten also check the machine performance over short time periods by 

ensuring the luminosity is delivered properly. Data from the luminosity monitor 

were not directly used in this analysis. 
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TRACKING CHAMBER DIMENSIONS AND RADIATION LENGTHS 

Double Length Radius Radiation 
Year Layer (cm) (cm) Cos 0mbk Lengths 

1982-83 1 «4.S 6.5 0.980 4-7% 

2 49.6 7.7 0.955 (total) 

3 36.8 14.5 0.785 

1084-86 1 B4.8 6.5 0.980 7.5% 
2 49.6 7.7 0.955 (total) 
3 39.4 11.1 0.871 

4 36.8 14.5 0.785 

T*Ue 1.1 A list of dimensions and Radiation Lengths for the Crys
tal Ball tracking chamben. The angle #„,-„ measures the 
minimum angle from the beam pipe which intersects the 
chamber. The radiation lengths are calculated for nor
mal incidence and do not include the 1.7% contribution 
from the beam pipe. 

2.8 Time of Flight System 

Surrounding the upper portion of the dry house are 04 plastic scintillation 

counters used to measure the time-of-Bight for particles leaving the detector 

and for identifying cosmic muons. About 50% of 4* steradiana are covered by 

these counten. Because the t distribution for cosmic radiation is peaked in the 

vertical direction, the counten have an effective solid angle coverage of about 

80% for such backgrounds. These counters are primarily used to reject cosmic 

backgrounds for low multiplicity final states and are not used in this analysis!"1 

3.0 On-line Data Acquisition System 

The on-line data acquisition system is responsible for reading data from the 

detector electronics for each event, providing important statistics about the de-
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Fi). t.S The Crystal Ball on-line data acquiaition ayatem. Information 
from the Cryatai Ball detector la read by the PDP-11 on-line 
computer. The data are collected and aent to the DESY main
frame computer (not ihown). 

tector performance for physicists on shift, and transferring the data to the DESY. 

mainframe computer, and to magnetic tape if necessary. Part of this system is 

shown schematically in Figure 2.5. This process must be Initiated by a "trigger" 

in at least one of two Independent and somewhat redundant trigger systems. The 

various classes of physics events desired are chosen and the set of hardware re

quirements needed to select these events are determined. These trigger systems 

contain logic circuits which ensure the various hardware requirements are met 

before "triggering* the on-line computer to read in the data relevant for that 

eventl'*! The only trigger requirement needed to select events for this analysis Is 

the "total energy* trigger. This trigger is implemented in hardware by summing 

the crystal pulse heights from the main ball, minus the tunnel modules, and as

serting the trigger if their sum is greater than the trigger threshold. In terms of 

energy, th!i trigger begins turning on around 1800 MeV and is 100% efficient at 

around 2000 MeV in the main ball. For the hadronic events used in this analysis, 

**•• On-fine Diilm jtci«»llto» Stlltm Pttt M 

the trigger is approximately 100% efficient. 

A special trigger needed to simulate machine-related backgrounds is the 

"DBM* (DORIS Bunch-Marker) trigger. This trigger is asserted every 10T beam 

crossings regardless of other hardware conditions. These DBM events are used to 

more realistically model beam-related backgrounds in Monte Carlo simulations. 

Once an event has triggered the experiment, the PDP-11/TSS on-line com

puter directs the reading of the ADC's, TDC's, sealara and other information 

relevant to the event? These data are compressed and written to a large buffer 

on disk or tape, if nocestary, as a backup. The disk buffer is periodically trans

ferred via a data link to DESY's central computer where the data are collected 

and copied to tape. These tapes are packaged and sent to SLAC for the detailed 

off-line analysis. Randomly chosen events are analysed on-line by the Crystal 

Ball "pipeline." The pipeline generates statistics from these events so those on 

shift can identify and correct Machine, detector and hardware problems as they 

occur. More subtle problems can be found with the BOI> (Bicycle On-Line) job. 

This job runs en DESY's mainframe computer and checks data sent on the data 

link from the PDP-11. BOL does a more sophisticated analysis of the data's 

quality so problems not seen on-line at data taking time can still be found with 

less than a 24-hour turnaround time. 

In order to run user analysis jobs as soon s possible after data taking, special 

"fast" samples, usually hadrons and special low multiplicity events, are selected 

and processed when the data arrives on DESY's mainframe computer. This 

allows users to look for any problems in the data, debug analysis software and 

get preliminary physics results. 

* Greater detail os tne cryita! electronic* sad eifjial proceaeiGS can be found in Appendix 
A in relation to a hardware failure affecting part of tee data need in tni* aaalyaii. 
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Channel MeV/ADC Count Energy Range Pedestal 

Low 
Eifh 

~0.(M 
~o.ao 

0-325 MeV 
O-AWOMeV 

«* AS counts 
~ 4S counts 

TtNt t.t The nominal value* of constants used in the crystal en
ergy calculation. The actual values for each crystal differ 
somewhat from these nominal numbers. 

3.10 Off-Una Crystal Calibration 

The Nal crystal calibration is important for both setting the energy scale 
and optimising the resolution of the Crystal Ball. The calibration procedure 
at DORIS Is essentially the same a* that at SPEARW This calibration process 
depends heavily on how the photomultlpller tube (PMT) outputs are converted 
to energy. To increase the electronic'* dynamic range, the PMT pulse height is 
split into two channels termed the "low channel" and the "high channel". The 
gain of the low channel is about a factor of 20 higher than the high channel. 
To determine the high and lew channel gains, the ratio of low-channel gain to 
high-channel gain is found first by comparing ADC values which are common 
to both channels. The high channel gain, and thus the low channel gain by the 
relation 

low-channel gain = high-channel gain x gain ratio, 

is derived from Bhabha samples where each electron's energy is constrained to 
the beam energy. One important change made for DORIS data taking was the 
lowering of the phototube gains by about a factor of two. This was done to that 
the maximum expected energy in a single crystal at DORIS, taken to be about 
SSOO MeV, would be in range of the on-line electronics. Table 2.2 summarises 
the nominal gains and pedestals for the low and high channels along with the 
corresponding energy ranges. 
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3.11 Crystal Ball Jargon 

Some simple jargon, based oh the Crystal Ball geometry, has evolved to de
scribe a chws of commonly used cut parameters. Figure 2.6 shows a projection of 
the Crysfal Ball with the deposited energy in each crystal indicated in MeV. The 
quantity £1 is defined u the energy in the center crystal with the highest energy 
deposition; this crystal 3 always '• "bumo" as described in Chapter 3. E2 is the 
sum of El and the highut crystal energy in the 12 neighboring crystals (in some 
cases the central crystal lies in the corner of a major triangle, resulting in only 
11 neighbors). E4 is tha sum of El and the energy in three nearest neighbor
ing crystals. The sum o" the energies in the nearest 12(11) neighboring crystals 
with El is called E13. E13, with small corrections described later, is defined 
as the energy of an electromagnetic*!!/ showering particle In the Crystal Ball. 
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El 
(3466 MeV) 

E4 
(4427 MeV) 

E13 
(4743 MeV) 
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Fig. t.B A close-up projection of the Crystal Ball for a typical EM 
shower. The numbers represent MeV deposited in each crys
tal. The upper figure shows a typical electromagnetic ahower. 
The lower figures show the geometrical definitions of El , E4 and 
E13. 
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Chapter 3 

DATA PROCESSING 

S.l Off-line Analysis 

After ADC and TDC information and other data are written to tape, the job 
of reconstructing the event fall* on the off-line analyslst,Jl The Crystal Ball off
line analysis software consists of six major production steps shown in Table 3.1. 
In general, each step extracts progresslvaly more sophisticated information from 
the raw data and the results of previous steps. The major goat is to identify 
particles and correctly measure their energy, direction and charge. Because the 
Crystal Ball la a non-magnetic calorimeter, charged hadron momenta cannot be 
meuured. Thus, particle Identification Is accomplished by observing the shower 
distribution in several neighboring crystals. 

The first step in the analysis, called ENERGY, determines the energy de
posited In each of the 872 NaT. crystals. The analog signals from the crystal 
phototubes are processed and held on capacitors for each electronic channel. 
These channels are split Into a high and low channel, as explained In Chapter 2, 
and sequentially dlgitlied by a 13-bit ADC (8191 counte). The high channel is 
used to calculate the crystal energy if either the high channel ADC counts are 
above 350 or the low channel counts are above 7000 (both of these values nomi
nally correspond to 280 MeV), otherwise the low channel is used. The energy is 
then calculated by multiplying the pedestat-subtracted ADC counte by the gain 
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3.1 Off-line Anmlmil Pue it 

OFFWNE PRODUCTION STEPS 

1) ENERGY Convert crystal ADC values to energy in MeV 

2) CONREG Find connected regions 
3) BUMPS Find bumps 

(EOTAP) Software trigger and hadrun selectors 

4) CHGTRK Charged particle tracking and taggini 
5) ESORT Calculate track energies and direction* 
6) TOFANL Time of Flight hit* and timing 

TaMe S.l The major off-line production steps. 

for that channel. 

Once the crystal energies are known, locating groups of neighboring crystals 
with deposited energy gives information on particle directions and energies. All 
crystals with at least 10 MeV belong to exactly one energy cluster called a "con
nected region." Two crystals with at least 10 MeV each, and which share an 
edge or corner, belong to the same connected region. Thus, connected regions 
are analogous to 10 MeV contour lines and help separate nearby energy deposi
tion and suppress low energy noise. The task of locating connected regions in an 
event is performed by the routine CONREG. 

The BUMPS routine finds local maxima in a connected region. The crystal 
with the greatest energy in a connected region is called a "bump* and is asso
ciated with a particle as shown in Figure 3.1. Each bump is placed as an entry 
in the "track bank," a Fortran common block used to store particle information. 
The term "track" refers to any entry in the track bank. To determine whether 
more than one particle may have created the given energy deposition pattern, 
an empirically determined algorithm!'' decides which crystals have energy con
sistent with the bump(s) already found in that connected region. If a crystal 
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Fig. 3.1 Definition of Connected Refloni and Bumps. The numbers indi
cate energy depoilted In each cryital In MeV. Light grey regioni 
•how the cryatab in the connected region. The dark grey crys
tal* allow bumpa. 

hat more energy than can be accounted for from the bump(«) already found, it 
too is labeled a bump. Thli process it repeated until all crystals are accounted 
for. This "burop discriminator* > u deajgned so that ahower fluctuations rarely 
produce extra bumpa while the moat closely lying particles remain separable. 

The tube chamber pulse height Information la examined next by CHGTRK 
in a two-step process. In the first step, charged particle candidates are identified 
by finding at least three collnear chamber hits. The best candidates based on 
straight-line fits which pass near the interaction vertex are called "1R tracks.11 

Chamber hits used to find IR tracks are flagged and are not used in subsequent 
analysis. A fit to all IR tracks is then preformed to determine the event's Z-
vertex. In the second step, IR tracks and the remaining hits are correlated with 
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crystal information, specifically bumpa. Bumpa correlated with an.IR track are 
considered charged. IR tracks not associated with a bump are added to the track 
bank as sero energy tracks. Bumps not correlated with an IR track are compared 
with the remaining hits. If a correlation is found, the bump is considered charged 
and termed a "tagged" track, otherwise the bump Is neutral. 

Another routine used to identify charged particles, called CONTAG, is also 
used in this analysis. CONTAG calculates the probability that a bump is charged 
by first calculating the probability that a given chamber hit la correlated with 
the bump direction, for all hits. The probability the bump is charged is then 
given by 

#»«• 

^ ^ i - n c - f l ) 
where P, is the probability that the t** chamber hit is associated with the bump 
direction. The probability Pi is calculated from the measurement errors associ
ated with the bump and hit direction*. Before the inner two double layers were 
replaced in June 1983, CONTAG's tagging efficiency was much better than the 
production tagging described above. This will be elaborated in greater detail in 
Chapter 4. 

The next step in the off-line analysis, ESORT, determines the energies and 
directions of all tracks. The track energy is calculated in two ways. The first en
ergy estimation, called ESORT, associates all deposited energy with some track. 
Deposited energy near more than one track is shared in the manner most con
sistent with the energy deposition pattern expected from Monte Carlo studies. 
The direction of neutral tracks is also adjusted in this optimization procedure. 
The direction of charged tracks Is taken as the center of the bump crystal. The 
second method for energy estimation, called ENER13, involves summing the en
ergy of the bump crystal with its 12(11) neighbors. This sum, called E13, is 
corrected upward by 2.25% to compensate for lateral leakage outside the group 
of 13(12) crystals. A further correction based on the track's direction relative 
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to the center of the bump crystal is also appliedl'l Because energy is not shared 

between two nearby tracks in the calculation of ENER.13, It should only be used 

with well separated tracks to avoid double counting the energy In crystals which 

border two bumps. In this esse, ENER13 gives a better energy resolution than 

ESORT for electromagnetkally showering particles, and will be used throughout 

this analysis. Although ENER13 is a corrected E13, the term E13 will imply 

that the corrections have been applied. 

The last step in the off-line analysis deals with the Time of Flight system 

(TOF) and is implemented by the routine TOFANL. Again, TOF information is 

not used in this thesis. 

3.3 Data Reduction and Compression 

Along with the large data samples obtained at DORIS came the practical 

problem of data handling. If the data on the - 1 4 0 T(1S) raw data tapes were not 

reduced In some manner, the number of analysed tapes would be Inconveniently 

large to efficiently extract physics. Several techniques have been employed to 

decrease the tape requirements wlille retaining information necessary for physics 

analyses. The first reduction technique the data encounters Is a software trigger, 

called EOTAP, performed after the bumps stage in the off-line analysis. Each 

event must p u s at least one of many EOTAP selection criterion!*) Each criterion 

corresponds to some desired physics analysis and loose cuts are invoked to select 

events that may be useful to that analysis. If an event fails all selection cuts, no 

further analysis Is done and the event is rejected, with the exception that every 

tenth rejected event It kept for background studies. The only cut of importance 

for this study is the total energy requirement, that all events with greater than 

1300 MeV be kept. This requirement is 100% efficient for this analysis. 

After the off-line analysis, events which pan EOTAP are written to tape. 

Because crystal ADC pube heights are rarely needed after the crystal energies 

have been calculated, these pulse heights are dropped from the event record. 

3.3 Additional Data Proetttint Pegt 49 

Simple word packing is also done on some data. With EOTAP cuts and this 

simple word packing, the number of data tapes written is roughly a factor of two 

more than the number of input tapes. For inclusive analyses, this would entail 

spinning —250 tapes for each pan through the data. 

A more drastic approach to data comprenion is the use of the CRUSH format. 

CRUSH achieves about a S to 1 reduction in data storage requirements. This is 

done by dropping the tube chamber ADC and TDC pulse heights, which are not 

needed once tracking and/or tagging has been done, and by integerizing all data 

and storing it in bit patterns rather than in 32-bit words. The penalty for this 

dense data structure is that more CPU time is needed to read and write CRUSH 

tapes. Roughly 60% more CPU time is needed to write or read an event in 

CRUSH format, but because data analyses often require many more CPU cycles 

than these I/O routines, the effective increase is usually much smaller than 50%, 

depending on the analysis. Details about the CRUSH format can be found in 

Reference 1. 

3.3 Additional Data Processing 

Many Important physical quantities are not calculated by the standard off

line production code, but rather by the individual user's code, These quanti

ties are continually recalculated each time a physics analysis is executed. The 

program SLED was developed to make many common calculations not in the 

standard production, and to have the result* saved in the event record. SLED 

provided the user with all the commonly used topological variables such as thrust, 

sphericity, acoplanarity, etc. In addition SLED calls a pattern recognition rou

tine called PIFIT. PIFIT is used to separate one and two photon connected 

regions and has been described in detail elsewherel*' The important features will 

be summarised here as it is used to separate photons in this analysis. 

For a given neutral connected region, PIFIT first assumes the region is consis

tent with one photon and adjusts the photon direction to maximiee a likelihood 
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function. Thia likelihood functbn ia derived from Monte Carlo atudiea and givea 
the probability a photon could create the deposition pattern at a function of the 
photon direction. PIFIT then aaaumee the connected region ia conaiatent with 
two photom and again maximises the likelihood function by adjusting both the 
angle* and energie* of the two photon*, containing the nm of the photon ener-
giee to the connected region energy. PIFIT return the man of the two photon* 
in thi* later caae and the logarithm of the ratio of the** two likelihood*. Becauae 
PIFIT la very CPU intensive, thoe quantities are* abo itored In the event record 
by SLED. 

S.4 Hadron Selection 

Each event paaw* through twoaoftware hadron (election routine* in EOTAP. 
These routine*, called NEWHAD and HJTHAD, efficiently select hadroiu by re
jecting QED, beam-gat and cosmic ray background*. Although the detailed cut* 
for each routine differ, the selection criteria and program philosophy are quite 
similar. QED events are eliminated by requiring the events to have a minimum 
particle multiplicity and placing an upper bound on the energy deposition in the 
two most energetic connected regions. Beam-gas and cosmic backgrounds are re
jected with cuta in event asymmetry and transverse momentum to the beam axis. 
A software Bag for each selector is set in the event record if the respective routine 
identified the event as a hadron. This makes for easy hadron identification in 
later analyses. 

3.6 Monte Carlo Simulation* 

Simulation of the phytic* event* relevant to thi* analysis are used to estimate 
the detection efficiency for these processes. The event simulation is performed in 
three stage*. In the first stage, the energy and direction of each particle in the 
primary vertex is generated. Each generated particle ia allowed to decay through 
the appropriate decay channel. Each decay product is in turn allowed to decay 
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until all particle* in the final state are atable on the time scale needed to traverse 
the Crystal Ball detector. 

The second stage traces each particle through the detector to simulate the 
energy deposition process. Electromsgnetically showering particles are simulated 
with the Electron Gamma Shower (EGS) routinesl'l The geometry of the Crystal 
Ball detector, including the DORIS endeap configuration, the material between 
each crystal and the material between the hemispheres is modeled by this code. 
The pattern of energy deposition simulated by these routines hv been compared 
with that found in real data;!*'*' the two agree very well for the distributions used 
in this analysis. The High Energy Transport Code (HETC)M is used to simulate 
charged piom and kaons. Comparisons sensitive to this code1'-101 find the Monte 
Carlo in reasonable agreement with the data. 

The third step in the event simulation involves adding the energy deposition 
from randomly selected DBM events, described in Chapter 2, with the output 
from the second atep. Thi* 1* done so that the simulated events also model the 
machine rslated backgrounds inherent in the data. More information about the 
Monte Carlo data sets used in this analysis can be found in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 

THE T(1S) PHOTON SPECTRUM 

4.1 The T(1S) Data Set 

The bulk of the T(1S) data set was accumulated over 3 short runs taken In 

1083, a much longer run collected In the Fall of 1084 and 2 runs taken in the 

Spring of 1086. Figure 4.1 shows the integrated luminosity per week for the T(1S) 

running with the total luminosity for each year Indicated. The total data sample 

of 51.2 p b - 1 contains 14,070,847 triggers and 500,414 selected hadrons. The 

small amount of luminosity collected In 1981 was obtained while debugging the 

DORIS II machine and the Crystal Ball detector. For this reason, and because 

of the high noise levels present in this data, the 1082 running is not used in this 

analysis. 

Figure 4.2 shows the number of selected hadrons per selected Bhabha event 

for each T(1S) run. The number of hadrons per Bhabha la proportional to Rk„d 

defined as 

„ _ c[t+e~ -»kadrons) 
k u o-(e+e~ -»/i+/t~) 

Runs below 0.5 on this scale, indicated with a dashed line, are rejected to elim

inate data taken significantly off resonance. The solid horliontal lines are the 

luminosity weighted averages for each year's running. The reduced hadronic cross 

section seen in 1983 indicates that, on average, the DORIS machine was . unning 

to 
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Fig. 4.1 The integrated luminosity collected on the T (IS) by the Ctyatal 
Ball. The total lumlnoaity it S1.2± s.O p b _ 1 . Subtotal* for each 
year ate alio indicated. 

f lightly off the T(1S) resonance. 

The total number of produced T(1S) events U calculated by subtracting the 

number of hadrona observed in off-resonance running from those obierved from 

the on-resonance data, correcting for the hadron selection efficiency, the l,;ptonic 

branching fractions of the T, and background processes. This can be written as 

^TflS) - ' 
'T(IS) • 

Jtf"»'(0-«) - JV=>J,((M6) - NlGpAe) 

fUi +.4+(!i> • I'*'- + 4ff i • /"•"- + tffi, • / '* ' - H ' 1 1 

where JV*^*, is the number of produced T(1S) events, JV* (9.46) U the number of 

hadrona observed in the on-resonance data, JV&t(S.46) u the number of hadrons 

from continuum production at the T center of man energy, NBC(9A6) counts 
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Fig. 4-t The number of selected hadront per selected Bhabha. This ratio 
is proportional to iijui' Runt below 0.6 on this scale, ihown as 
a dashed line, are aigniBcantly off resonance and are not used. 
The solid horisontal lines show the luminosity weighted averages 
for each year's running. 

the number of bearc-gaa and beam-wall events which p u i the hadron selection 

cuts, «{-'(f,) is the hadron selection efficiency, <^fa\, { & £ and efjfgj are the 

efficiencies of the hadron selection routine on T(1S) leptonic decays, and /*•*, 

/**'"• J"*"' ">d f*'~ »re the branching fractions of the T(1S) to hadrona, 

e + e - , ii+n- and t+r~, respectively. Note that /*"* + /« +«" +/"*"" + / T + ' ~ = 1. 

The quantity Jv°££|(D.4B) is obtained by counting the hadrons in off-resonance 

data and scaling for the J dependence of the hadronic cross lection and the 

luminosity. For data taken at 938 GeV center of mass energy, this becomes 

N.?i.(» « ) = (jV'»'(9.36) - JV*°-(9.36)) ^ f 3 " ? ! (4.2, 

where JV°''(9.36) is the number of observed hadrons in the off-resonance running 
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at 8.38 GeV and JVB - C-(9.36) if the number of beam-(as and beam-wall events 

in this simple. The luminosities, L».» and L»M, ere obtained by counting 

large angle Bhabhas and scaling with the known cross section. Because the 

luminosities enter as a ratio, systematic scaling errors in these quantities cancel 

to lowest order. 

The background from two photon production of hadrons is a negligible con

tribution here; the minimum total energy requirement of 2 GeV and cuts on 

the transverse momentum eliminates essentially all such events. The continuum 

subtraction also statistically removes any remaining two photon contamination. 

The hadron efficiency,' eWm is estimated from LUND Monte Carlo studies 

of hadronic decays and found to be 04 ± 4%. The only lepton pairs to have 

a non-iero efficiency are r pairs. LUND Monte Carlo calculations based on r 

decays of the T give <T(I») = 1* * 3%- The measured branching fractions of the 

T(1S) to electron, muon and r pairs!1! used in the calculation of the number of 

produced T(1S) events, along with the number of hadrona and the corresponding 

luminosities for the on and off-resonance data, are shown in Table 4.1. 

The beam-gas backgrounds, NBa(9.36) and JV B O (9 .4o) , are estimated from 

single-beam running. The number of hadronic events found in single-beam e+ 

and e~ running are scaled to (pressure x current x live time) and summed 

to give the contamination in the e + e~ colliding-beam data. The current and 

pressure are taken to be roughly equal for the single-beam and colliding-beam 

running. The large errors ssslgned to ffBO(9.38) and NBO(9A0) reflect this 

assumption. The result of this scaling gives W B C (0.3C) = 1100 ± 1100 and 

NBa(9A6) = 15000 ± 15000. Substituting the values shown in Table 4.1 into 

equations [4.1{ and (4.2] gives 

The error is dominated by systematic uncertainties in the Monte Carlo simula

tions and the beam-gas background subtraction. 

4.1 The T(1S) Dtu Sil ^ Fan U 

#"••(9.46) S96521 IV''(9.36) 51980> 
NB.a. ( Q _ 4 6 ) J5OQ0 ± 1 5 0 0 0 JV f l e(9.36) 1100 ±1100 

L»M BO.Tpb-' LMS 12.3 pb"' 
B J f ( T - « + e - ) 2.8 ±0.3% 'TllSl 0.94 ±0.04 
BR("t -tli+n-) 2.8 ±0.2% «rj& *mn °-° 
B R ( T - r + r - ) 3.2 ±0.4% «TflSi ° - 1 8 ± ° 0 3 

Table 41 Numerical quantities used in the calculation of produced 
hadrons. 

Some machine and detector malfunctions occurred while collecting the T(lS) 

dsta set which require special treatment. During the 1984 run. about 15% of 

the crystal channels exhibited a non-linear response to energy deposition. This 

problem was studied in detail and is fully described in Appendix A. This problem 

caused an energy dependent inefficiency in the 1984 data which ranges from 

10%-15% for photon energies between SOD MeV and 2000 MeV. Figure A.13 in 

Appendix A shows the photon efficiency as a function of energy caused by the 

non-linear response. In addition, a malfunctioning ADC was used to convert 

the analog pulse heights from the tube chambers for roughly the first half of the 

1984 running. This caused a non-linearity in the pulse- height response which was 

partially corrected for in the off-line software. Finally, as seen in Figure 4.2, the 

number of hadrons per Bhabha collected during the 1983 data taking was lower 

than that found in later running. As stated above, this is indicative of DORIS 

11 running at energies slightly off the T(lS) resonance. The Intrinsic width of a 

single beam at DORIS II is about 5.S MeV. Because the hadronic cross section 

for the 1983 running was about 93% of the 1984 and 1986 running, the 1983 data 

was presumably taken about ±3 MeV off resonance, on average. 
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4.3 Determining Cuts Which Optimize Sensitivity 

Beginning with the T(1S) data set defined in the previous section, a set 

of cuts is applied to enhance the radiative t eventa desired for this analysis. 

The underlying idea in selecting cuts is to reduce background* while keeping 

the efficiency for radiative T decays as high as possible. This section is devoted 

to making this idea more quantitative and deriving a rule for determining cut* 

which maximise the sensitivity for the physical process studied here. 

The terms "cut variable" or "cut parameter" describe the physical quantities 

being studied and can have a discrete or continuous distribution, e.g. "event 

multiplicity" or "total energy". The terms "cut value" or "cut requirement" 

indicate the range a cut variable must fall within in order to pass the cut. 

The motivation for cutting background and keeping efficiency high is thst in 

doing so, a real signal will have a higher statistical significance or, if no signal is 

within the detector's sensitivity, the resulting upper limit will be lower or more 

constraining. Typically, Monte Carlo simulation* are used to model the decay of 

•ignal event* in the detector. Although cut* tuned on auch Monte Carlo event* 

are acceptable, the cut values chosen will be ambiguous without knowledge of the 

background behavior; loose cuts that are 100% efficient for the Monte Carlo signal 

eventa may allow an overwhelming background into the final sample. Therefore, 

backgrounds must be well modeled before optimal cut values are chosen. If the 

major background source* are understood, a Monte Carlo simulation can also be 

used to model them. In the inclusive photon analysis presented here, however, 

the various background processes are not well enough understood to develop an 

accurate Monte Carlo simulation. Fortunately, the beat source of background 

events is the data itself, provided the number of signal events is small compared 

to the total number of events. In this analysis, the number of signal events are 

indeed small for the decay* of interest. By using the actual data to model the 

backgrounds and a Monte Carlo simulation of the signal events, one can choose 

cut value* which will maximise the sensitivity; the significance of any real signal 
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will be the greatest or, if no such signals exist, the upper limit will be lowest. A 

rule that relate* the sensitivity to the number of signal and background event* 

Is needed. As derived in Figure 4.3, the significance of any real signal which may 

be present is 
S S 

<m+s ^^ ,+Kg) 
assuming the total number of events is large enough to justify Gaussian statistics, 

where S is the number of signal eventa and B is the number of background 

event*. The ( j ) term in thi* equation ia the signal to noise. If the signal ia small 

compared to the background, and constants are dropped to derive a scaling 

relation then 

vhere the last term ia useful when M Monte Carlo event*, used to simulate the 

signal process, pas* th* analysis cuts. Note that M, B and S are all functions of 

the cut values. 

If no signal* are apparent, an upper limit ia derived by first calculating the 

detection error, AS, for the signal process under study. The upper limit is then 

given by 

Jfc-AS ky/iS V.l. = • 
Nc Nt 

where t is the detection efficiency for the desired events, A; is a constant used to 

convert the A S to an upper limit, and N is the number of T(1S) events in the 

data sample. If G Monte Carlo events which simulate the signal are generated and 

M event* pas* all the cuts then the efficiency is e = M/G. Dropping constants 

again leads to 

kGV2S VB 
M M • ' 

Note G can be dropped because it is not a function of the cut values. 
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Fig. 4-3 A peak in an arbitrary spectrum. The significance of such a 
signal can be estimated by defining B, the number of background 
events, and S, the number of signal events. If the total number of 
events in the large bin, shown by dashed lines, is N, and gaussian 
errors are assumed, then S ± A S = [N ± AW) - {B± AB) = 
(ff-B)± y/N + B = {tf-B) ±y£+2B. The significance Is 
then given by a = S/\/S = S/y/S + 2B. 

The last term in equations |4.4] and [4.5] indicate that the criteria used to 

maximise the significance of a small signal, If one exists, is equivalent to that 

which minimises the upper limit when no signal is present. Thus, R should be 

minimised as a function of cut values, where 

M ' 

to determine the most sensitive cuts. 
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4.3 The Cuts 

The ideas discussed in the last section are now used to determine the cut 

values for a variety of cut parameters. As stated above, the optimal cut values 

are those which minimize R = \f§/M, where B is the number of background 

events and is calculated from the actual data, and M is proportional to the 

efficiency which is simulated by Monte Carlo events. The Monte Carlo events in 

this case model the process 

T(1S) - » i X 
I [4-6] 
! • ef 

for photon energies ranging from 400 MeV to about 3500 MeV or equivalent^ for 

X mass between about 9051 MeV and 4824 MeV, respectively. Approximately 

2000 Monte Carlo events for each of 10 different photon energies are used for this 

optimisation. The data used to model the background, B, consists of about j of 

the 1986 data, taken uniformly over the sample. The only events used are those 

having at least one photon whose energy is within 4.0% of the nominal photon 

energy for one of the 10 Monte Carlo simulations. The 1986 data set was chosen 

because it is the most pristine; the 1083 data were presumably taken slightly off-

resonance and the 1984 data had the electronic* problems discussed in section 

4.1 and Appendix A. The 1983 and 1984 data sets were used in a similar analysis 

and the results were qualitatively the same. 

The first cuts, listed in Table 4.2, are only used to- define the initial data 

sample so no minimization of A is done in this case. These cuts were derived 

from Monte Carlo studies; the tightest cuts which pass approximately 100% or 

the simulated events are used. 
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CUTS USED TO DEFINE DATA SET 
Cut'Variable Range to Pass Cut 

Hadron selector NEWHAD or HJTHAD 
Total Multiplicity 5 < NmM < 22 

Total Energy in Ball 2000 MeV < BltM < 8500 MeV 

Table J.t Initial cuts used to define the T(lS) data set. 

4.3.1 Charfc/Ncvtral Separation 

Because this analysis depends on the inclusive photon spectrum from the 

T(1S), the majority of the cuts involve defining clean photons. The first cut along 

this direction rejects particles which appear charged. As stated in Chapter 3, 

•wo methods exist for determining a particle's charge. The first method, off

line production tagging, decides whether a particle is most probably charged 

or neutral. The second method, called CONTAG, assigns a probability that 

a given particle is chart 1. In order to calculate the photon efficiency using 

production tagging, some cut on the CONTAG probability, or some combination 

of these, pairs of particles in an event are matched and their invariant mass 

calculated. For example, Figure 4.4 show* the invariant mass plot for pairs of 

particle* where both are tagged neutral by the production tagging. The number 

of *°s are estimated by fitting the histogram with a gauasian line shape over a 

polynomial background, with the mean and width fixed to nominal values. If IN 

is the efficiency for a truly neutral particle being called neutral by production 

tagging, then 

' " ~ • 2{N± AN) + (C ± AC) , 4 , 7 ' 

where N is the number of »°e in the neutral-neutral plot shown, and C is the 

number of »°s in a similar plot where the mass of charge-neutral pairs are plotted. 
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NEUTRAL-NEUTRAL PAIRS rn RESULT 
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Fiy. 4.4 The invariant mass plot for neutral-neutral combinations. A fit 
with fixed mean and width gives the total number of »°»in each 
ease. This, along with a similar calculation for charge-neutral 
pairs, can be used to calculate the neutril efficiency. 

Table 4.3 shows the efficiency for 17 possible charge/neutral requirements; 

production tagging alone, and 8 different cuts on the CONTAG charge proba

bility both alone in conjunction with production tagging. In this latter case, if 

either CONTAG or production tagging finds the particle charged, it is consid

ered charged. As shown earlier, it is not correct to pick the charge criterion with 

the highest efficiency; no cut would be 100% efficient but would also allow all 

charged particles to enter the photon sample. The quantity R — y/B/cN should 

be minimized, where <iv is calculated as in equation |4.7] above and B is modeled 

by the total number of neutral particles passing the particular charge/neutral 

requirement. The modeling of B by the total number of neutrals is appropriate 

because, for the same efficiency, a smaller number of particles assigned as neutral 

, , , , , , , , , , , . . 1 , , . .. 40000 — 
• 
. 
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/ * . 

SHOD - / >-
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THE RESULT OF MINIMIZING R FOR SEVERAL CHARGE CRITERIA 

CONTAG Cut Prod. Tagging.7 tn ± &tfi <JV|U»tnI CONTAG Cut Prod. Tagging.7 tn ± &tfi <JV|U»tnI K - VW««ir.l/«w 

none y » 85.15 ±0 .70 407612 6.70988 

0.00 no 86.86 ±0 .48 335654 6.67000 

0.05 no 00.86 ±0.74 366660 6.66437 

0.10 no 03.28 ±0 .78 387712 6.67523 

0.15 no 04.90 ±0 .70 402585 6.68594 

0.20 no 95.73 ±0 .70 414886 6.72847 

0.25 no 95.77 ±0 .68 425485 6.81103 

0.30 no 95.65 ±0.57 435449 6.89896 

0.40 no 96.20 ±0 .66 454637 7.00902 

0.00 y«« 85.88 ±0 .79 325730 6.64564 

0.05 j — 89.45 ±0 .75 350719 6.62063 

0.10 yea 91.71 ±0.73 365033 6.58794 

0.15 y « 92.92 ±0.72 373512 6.57723 (*) 

0.30 yea 03.47 ±0.72 379228 6.58837 

0.25 »«• 93.80 ±0.71 383495 6.60202 

0.30 y « 04.01 ±0 .73 386813 6.61571 

0.40 y « 94.48 ±0.70 391855 6.62556 

TMt 4.3 The results of several ponible charge criteria on the min
imisation of R. The line in the right column labeled 
with an asterisk (•) corresponds to the charge criteria 
giving the minimum R. Thus, throughout this analysis, 
charged particles are defined to be those having cither 
a CONTAG probability greater than 0.15 or which are 
considered charged by production tagging. 

implies a smaller charge particle contamination. Table 4.3 lists the number of 

neutrals and if for each combination. The minimum value of jR occurs when 

the CONTAG probability is greater than 0.15 and production tagging is used. 

Th;;j, throughout this analysis, charged particles are defined as tracks having 

either a CONTAG probability greater than 0.15 or being tagged charged by the 

production software; all other tracks are considered n;utral. 

4.3.2 Photon Pattern Cutt 

Photon pattern cuts are used to separate quality photons from backgrounds 

resulting from the interaction of hadrons in the detector, overlapping particles, 

shower split-offs, and other sources. Several parameters are traditionally used as 

cut variables for Crystal Ball analyses. These are the ratios £ 1 / 2 4 , E4/E13, 

£ 2 / £ 4 , E13/BCR where £ 1 , £ 2 , £ 4 and £ 1 3 are the geometrical energy sums 

defined in Chapter 2 and Ecu '» the energy sum for all crystals in the photon's 

connected region. Another common cut parameter is the log-likelihood difference 

from PIFIT, termed LLD, as denned In Chapter 3. The optimal cuts as defined 

above are derived for each of these 5 parameters as a function of photon energy. 

Again, the Monte Carlo simulations used here model the decay shown in equa

tion (4.6] for 10 different photon energies, and the corresponding data sample 

used to model the background hat at least one photon with energy within i% of 

one of these values. 

Figure 4.5 shows the result of minimizing R for the variable El/Ei for 3 dif

ferent photon energies. T i e solid histogram shows the Monte Carlo distribution 

and the dotted histogram shows the data. It is important to note that for the 

Monte Carlo distributions, the candidate photon is required to be the prompt 

photon In the simulated decay T - » i X , while the data distributions correspond 

to any neutral track inside the proper energy bin. The value of R la calculated 

for all combinations of lower and upper cut values for each plot. The vertical 

dashed lines indicate the cut values which minimize R in each case. Note that 
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f is . 4.5' The result of minimizing R for the variable E1/E4 shown for 
3 different photon energiei. The solid hUtogram is Che Monte 
Carlo distribution and the dotted hUtogram is from the small 
data sample. The vertical dashed lines show the optimal cute. 
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Fig. 4.6 The results from minimising R for E1/E4 for all 10 photon 
energies. The straight-line fit* represent the actual cuts used. 
The points labeled with crosses are not used in the fit to reduce 
possible systematic errors. 

possible cut values are quantised because they must lie between bins. Figure 4.6 

summarizes the results from such calculations for all 10 photon energies. To get 

a better behaved cut as a function of energy, the points for both the upper and 

tower cut value* are fit to straight lines. The resulting fits are also plotted in 

Figure 4,6. 

The three points labeled by crosses in the lower limit case are not used in the 

fit. Theae points deviate from the other* because the Monte Carlo distributions 

and the d»t- distributions differ significantly. This is illustrated by the distri

butions corresponding to the middle crossed piy'—.i at 2500 MeV and is thown in 

Figure 4.7. Because the data distribution corresponds to any neutral track while 

the Monte Carlo distribution corresponds only to the prompt photon from the T 
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Ftj, i-'1 The result of minimising R for El/EA with photon energy of 
2600 GeV. This shows the difference in the Monte Carlo and 
data distributions. The difference la due to the requirement 
that the Monte Carlo distribution correspond to the simulated 
prompt photon while no such requirement can be made with the 
data. 

decay, the data distribution can have a large contamination. In this case, over
lapping photons from ir° decays and energy deposition from interacting hadrons 
which appear as a single track by the Crystal Ball software, enter the data dis
tribution. The best cut in this case is that shown in Figure 4.7, and the overall, 
energy-dependent cut shown in Figure 4.8 should somehow incorporate the three 
crossed points. However, such a cut would not be a tnonotonic function of energy 
and could produce a systematically biased result. For this reason, these points 
were not used in the straight-line fit; the resulting sensitivity may be lower but 
•he efficiency is higher and the systematic errors will not be as great. This ap
proach is also used for other cut variables and always in a &;ection that softens 
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Fig. 4-8 The results from minimising R for £4/£13. The straight-line 
fits represent the actual cuts used. As In Figure 4.6, the points 
labeled with crosses are not used in the fit 

the cut on the data. 

The next cut for which R is minimized is E4/E13. The analysis of this 
cut is analogous to the E1/B4 cue. Figure 4.8 shows the upper and lower cut 
boundaries for each of the photon energies where R is minimised. Here again, a 
few points indicate a stronger cut should be used than the surrounding points, 
and are not included in the straight-line fits in order to reduce systematic errors. 

The next cut attempted is the ratio E2/E*. Figure 4.9 shows the optimal 
cuts for 3 different photon energies. These plots show that this cut has little 
discriminating power at this stage of the analysis; distributions for the Monte 
Carlo and data are too similar. For this reason, no cut on this variable is used. 
This is also the situation for the variable EiijEcR- Figure 4.10 shows the 
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Fig. 4.9 The reeult of mlnimiilng R for the variable E2/Ei shown for 
3 different photon energiei. The solid histogram ia the Monte 
Carlo distribution and the dotted histog ram ia from the amall 
data sample. The vertical dashed lines show the optimal cuts. 
Because the Monte Carlo events and data have such similar dis
tributions, this cut has a negligible effect, and ia not used in this 
analysis. 
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Fig. 4.10 The result of minimising R for the variable E13/ECR shown for 
3 different photon energies. The solid histogram Is the Monte 
Carlo distribution and the dotted histogram is from the small 
data sample. The vertical dashed lines show the optimal cuts. 
Because the Monte Carlo events and data have such similar dis
tributions, this cut has a negligible effect, and is not used in this 
analysis. 
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Fif. 4.11 The leaultt from minimising LLD from PIFIT for 0 photon en
ergies. The straight-line fit for the upper tut limit represents 
the actual cut used. The lower points are not used because they 
are dictated by small fluctuations in the tail of the distributions 
and produce a negligible effect (tee Figure 4.12). 

Monte Carlo and data distributions along with the optimal cute. Because the 

discriminating power is also small for this variable, no cut on this parameter Is 

used. Note that this does not necessarily mean these cut variables are not useful; 

if these cuts were placed first, they might have a much greater discriminating 

power. 

The final photon pattern cut attempted Is LLD from the routine PIFIT. 

Figure 4.11 shows the results from minimising R for all photon energies. The 

point at 400 MeV Is not used because PIFIT does not work well at this energy 

or for lower energies. The points corresponding to the lower cut limit show a 

scattered behavior. The plots in Figure 4.12 indicate that this scattering is due 
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Fi'f. 4.11 The result of minimising R for LLD from PIFIT shown for 3 
different photon energies. The solid histogram is the Monte 
Carlo distribution and the dotted histogram is from the small 
data sample. The'vertical dashed lines show the optimal cuts. 
Note the lower cut limit is governed by small fluctuations in the 
lower tail of the distribution. Because of this and because the 
lower cut has a negligible effect, it is not used in this analysis. 
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to random count! in the lower tail* of the distribution!. Became of thia behavior 

and because the lower cut produce! a negligible effect, only the upper cut ii uied. 

4.3.3 Ptriiclt Ovtriap Cut 

An important cut uaed to Itolate photom from other neighboring particlea 

la the overlap cut. Thii k limply a lower limit on the minimum angle between 

the photon in question and any other detected particle. The upper plot in Fig* 

ure 4.13 shows the minimisation of R for 2000 MtV photons while the lower plot 

aummarisea the result! for the various different photon energies. The slope of the 

straight-line Bt shows that for high-energy photons a very loose cut is used. Thii 

is expected because the recoil system is highly boosted away from the photon 

direction so that there Is little probability of another particle overlapping the 

photon. For low energy photons, there is a high probability of MI overlap so the 

cut becomes tighter. 

4.3.4 Lov-Encrn *° SuUrattion 

Intermediate-energy »°i, in the £00 MtV to ZS00 MeV range, have already 

been cut with the £ 4 / £ 1 3 and LLD cuts. The two decay photons from high-

energy *°li above about 2600 MeV, are so close that they cannot be resolved and 

appear as a single photon; a small background which cannot be easily eliminated. 

Photons from low-energy sr°s, however, can be subtracted. This Is accomplished 

by pairing the photon candidate with other neutral particles in the event and 

calculating the invariant mass of the pair. The photon candidate is rejected if 

the mass of any pair ti sufficiently close to the jr° mass. 

ThU-low energy »° subtraction depends on several criteria such as the re

quirements to select the other neutrals paired with the photon or the mass range 

of the pair which constitutes a x°. The method used here is similar to that used 

to select a charge criteria; to try several possible definitions of *° candidates 

and to choose the one giving the best value oS A. There are 4 possible criteria 
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Fi'f. 4.11 The results of minimising ft for the minimum opening angle 
eut. The top plot shows an example of the minimisation of R 
for a photon energy of 2000 MeV. The bottom plot summarizes 
results from all 9 photon energies. As in Figure 4.6, the points 
labeled with crosses are not used in the fit. 
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for the neutral to be paired with the candidate photon. Each neutral particle 
to be paired with the photon must have an energy of at least 20 MeV and its 
angle from the beam pipe, #z, must satisfy |cos tz\ i 0.85. In addition to these 
criteria, each of these particles may pass up to 3 progressively tighter cuts: 
1) 0.40 < El/E* < 0.M and 0.70 < E4/E13 < 0.005 
2)0.50<£1/£4<O.S« and 0.78 < E4/E13 < 0.085 
3)|cos#f|<0.80, 
making 4 possibilities in all. 

The invariant mass of the photon and the other neutral to be considered 
must satisfy the relation • 

where 3 possible values of K are tested; If = 0.22, 0.20 and 0.18. For each of 
the 4 possible cuts on the paired particle and the 3 possible values of K, and for 
each of the 0 photon energies, S is calculated. The value of A Is also calculated 
for no ir0 subtraction and for a global x° subtraction implemented by the routine 
FHYSAC. This routine looks at all possible pairings of candidate photons am! 
finds the best pairing for the event by maximising a global likelihood. 

The results of the R calculations show that, for photon energies higher than 
1500-2000 MeV, no cut gives the lowest value of R. This is expected, becauae 
the two photons from the *° decay are more likely to be folded over and appear 
as a single particle in the Crystal Ball detector at such energies. For the lower 

* photon energies, the set of cuts labeled 2) above is clearly favored, with K being 
either 0.20 or 0.18, depending on the photon energy. Because the value of R ii 
almost identical in these two cases, K = 0.20 is chosen. Note that this cut is 
applied even for high energy photons to avoid a discrete change in the cuts at a 
particular energy. This is reasonable because the efficiency remains high for this 
cut at higher photon energies. 

4-3 Tkt Cut, Ptf, 7 i 

FINAL SET OF ANALYSIS CUTS 

Cut Variable Range to Pass Cut 

Hadron selector NEWHAD or HJTHAD 

Total Multiplicity 5 < JVm.lt < 22 

Total Energy in Ball 2000 MeV < EM*i < 8500 MeV 

Photon Selection Neutral by Production Tagging 

CONTAG Bump Probability < 0.15 

|cos«x| < 0.90 

0.13130 - 0.04S96X < ElfEi < 1.02893 - O.OU23X 

0.00203 - 0.00503X < £ 4 / £ 1 3 < 1.08149 - 0.0M37X 

ILD < 4.20414 - 0.43810X 

Overlap Cut *»*A3 < 0.51470 - 0.05306X 

»° Subtraction \Mr,ir-M*\/Mj><0.20 

Table 4.4 The final set of cuts used In this analysis. X is the nat
ural log of the photon energy, #AB is the angle between 
the photon and the nearest particle, and M^, is defined 
in the text. 

4.3.5 Naif an Final Cult 

This completes the set of cut parameters used In this analysis. Several com
ments should be made here. First, the set of cut variables considered above are 
based on historical prejudice; they are found in most Crystal Ball analyses. Im
proved cuts, based on parameters which better separate potential signal events 
from background events, surely exist but whether the increase in sensitivity is 
great enough to warrant the targe effort in searching for such variables is ques
tionable. Because the cut parameters are highly correlated, recalculating the cut 
values for the first cut after the other cuts are applied might b; justified. In 
other words, because A is a function of many cut variables, It should be mini-

http://JVm.lt
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mixed globally in a many-dimensional apace, rather than only once in each single 
dimension. Minimising R iteratively for each cut variable waa attempted but 
naulted in eeaentially identical cuta to thoae ahown here with only one iteration. 

The final act of cuta are ahown in Table 4.4. In comparison to other similar 
analyses, theae cuta arc very looae. The background here la higher than would 
otherwiae be expected for an analyaii auch aa thia, but the efficiency ia also 
higher. Typically, Cryatal Ball analyses utilise cuta which increaae the signal to 
noiae became aignala look more obviousl'' However, the aigniBcance of any aignal, 
along with the sensitivity, doss not uaually incteaae with auch cuta. 

4.4 The T(1S) Photon Spectrum 

Applying the cuta derived In the last (action to the T (IS) data aet leada to the 
aequence of ploti ahown in Figure 4.14. The laat plot in Figure 4.14 ia the final 
T(1S) photon apectrum and ahown in Figure 4.1S at an enlarged scale. There are 
no obvioua indication of a narrow atate reaulting from the decay T/IS) -• iX. 
Thua, the reault of this analyaia will be an upper limit on the branching ratio for 
this procen. 

There ia however, an obvioua, broad enhancement of photons in Figure 4.1S 
from 2 to S GeV. Direct photons from the T(1S) via the decay T -> *wg con
tribute to thia plot, but without • full analysis, including subtraction of non-
resonant hadron production, the electromagnetic decay T(1S) ~* q7j, photons 
from high energy »° decays, and feeddown from QED proceasee, it ia difficult 
to determine what fraction of this enhancement is from T -»199. Comparison 
with meaauremeiita of the direct Y(l5) photon apectrum from the CUSB'*' &nd 
CLEOl'l collaborations indicates that roughly } or more of this enhancement is 
due to the T(1S) -» in decay mode. Figure 4.10 ahowa the inclusive photon 
apectrum plotted aa a function of i = E-,/E^,tm. 
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Fit. 4-14 The inclusive photon spectrum after each cut in the analysis. 
The cuts are taken in the same order aa shown in Table 4.4. 
The final apectrum, labeled "After x° Subtraction" ia the final 
inclusive photon spectrum. 
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Fig. 4.15 The final X(1S) inclusive photon spectrum. No obvious narrow 
structures consistent with the decay T -> iX are indicated. 
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Fig. 4.1S The final T(1S) inclusive photon spectrum plotted as a function 
of x — £ 7 / £ | « a n . The broad enhancement from x = 0.5 to 
* = 1.0 is due in part to the decay T(1S) -» igg . 
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4.5 Photon Efficiency Calculation 

An essential element needed to extract upper limits for the process T(1S) -» 

iX from Figure 4.16 is the photon efficiency as a function of energy. Because the 

efficiency for this process depends on properties of the state X, some assumptions 

about its decay modes must be made. In this analysis, X is assumed to decay to 

all possible fermion-antifermion pairs energetically accessible, where the coupling 

between X and the / / pairs is assumed to be proportional to the fermlon mass. 

These assumptions are those expected for a minimal Higgs particle. 

The Monte Carlo events modeling the process T(1S) -> i cz which were used 

to determine the cut values described above are also used to determine the photon 

efficiency for this process. Because the cuts are optimised on this Monte Carlo 

data set, systematic errors in the modeling of these decays will result in an over

estimate of the efficiency. An discussed above, this eifect is reduced by ensuring 

the cut is a monotonk function of energy and by ignoring points which would 

make the cut much tighter in a localized energy range (see Figure 4.0 and 4.7, 

for example). Because the optimisation procedure causes such cuts to become 

tighter, ignoring them in the straight-line fit for an overall, energy-dependent 

cut, moves the actual cut used in the analysis out to a more conservative value. 

By examining the distribution for each cut variable at each photon energy and 

comparing with the actual energy-dependent cut value used, the over-estimate 

of the efficiency in determined to be not more than about 10% of the efficiency. 

Therefore, the final efficiency values are reduced by 10% to eliminate this bias. 

For photon energies above about 4.00 GeV, the decay T(1S) - » i X -» yel is 

not energetically possible. In this case, the decay.X —• TT is the dominant decay 

mode. Similarly, above photon energies of about 4.06 GeV, the r decay mode 

become inaccessible and the dominant decay mode of X is into strange quark 

pairs, X — as*. Finally, for photon energies above about 4.68 GeV, the dominant 

decay modes of X are into light quark pairs and n pairs. The photon efficiency 

as a function of photon energy for each of these decay modes is calculated from 
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Monte Culo simulations. The 10% reduction in efficiency U alio applied for each 

of th«*e proceaaea. The final photon efficiency takta into account the eB, rT and 

*s~ thteahold effect* and ia given by 

C[E \ = ^ ' ' ^ V r / ' " / ' fluu + Lit* x tjBJas + LtM»\ 

where the lumi run over the energetically poaiible fermlonic decay modea of X, 

<(£7)*"7 ia the efficiency aa a function of photon energy of the i1* decay mode, W} 

ia the man of the i 1* fermion, C) ia the color factor of the i** fermion, t{E^\ciS 

ia the efficiency correction for the 1984 electronic! non-linearity described in 

Appendix A, and Lieu is the luminoaity obtained in 1983, and limilarly for 

other yeara. In other worda, the efficiency ia the average of efficiencies of the 

possible decay modes, weighted by the mess aquared and the color factor of the 

decay fermion, and corrected by the electronic* induced inefficiency in the 1084 

data. 

The error on c ia dominated by systematic errors In the Mont* Carlo event 

generation proceai. The photon pattern cuta depend primarily on the accuracy 

of the EGS'*I code uied to generate electromagnetic ahowtra. Aa atated In Chap

ter 3, the EGS code produce* shower pattern* In cloae agreement with the data; 

eyatematic error* introduced by the loose pattern cuta uied in thi* analyiii are 

therefore amall compared to thoae introduced by other cut*. The HETC''' code 

does a reasonable job of aimulating the data for the purpose* needed here, but 

ia probably the dominant aource of systematic errori. The distribution* moat 

dependent on HETC code are those dependent on global aapecta of the event; 

the hadron aelection routine*, the total multiplicity, total energy and particle 

overlap distribution!, and the low energy *° multiplicity and momentum dis

tribution*. The ayatematic errori resulting from the hadron aelection routines 

cancel to aome extent with thoae in <x?is) u * * d m • * t t ' o n * l t o calculate the 

number of produced T(lS} events. Syatematic errori in relation to the total en-

4.1 Jtwalu Put to 

ergy and event multiplicity dUtributioni have been atudiedl"! and foun;? to be 

well within ±&%. Only very loose cut* were applied directly to these distribu

tion* to define the initial data act, eo amall difference* between the Monte Carlo 

and data will have a negligible effect for such cuts. The overlap and low-energy 

*° cuta depend indirectly on the event'* total multiplicity, and directly on the 

details of how the Monte Carlo geometrically diitribute* the energy deposition 

relative to the photon. The systematic error introduced by these two cuts is 

estimated to be within ±h%. Finally, the overall systematic error on t(E7) ia 

estimated to be ±10% based on the combination of the above aources of error and 

on the previous work cited. Note that this systematic error ia distinct from the 

10% decrease (which increases the upper limit) already applied to thi* number. 

The Monte Carlo simulation! uied in the efficiency calculation model the 

inefficiency caused by photon conversion in the beam pipe or inner chamber 

layers which rsaulta in the photon being detected as a charged particle. The 

neutral efficiency implicit in the Monte Carlo is about 92% which ia in good 

agreement with the value of 92.0% from Table 4.3 for the charge criterion used 

in this analyahi, so no further corrections are applied. Figure 4.17 ahowa the 

final photon efficiency as a function of photon energy. The dashed vertical lines 

indicate the el, rf and *> thresholds. The thresholds are asaumed to turn on 

very quickly in this plot; phase-apace effects will actually smooth this result. 

4.0 Results 

With the photon efficiency and the number of produced T(1S) in hand, only 

the number of signal events aa a function of photon energy i* required to calcu

late the branching ratio JM2(T(1S) -* qX), with the assumption* on X't decay 

modea noted above. The number of signal events is obtained by fitting the inclu

sive photon spectrum, shown in Figure 4.15, with the detector's response function 

over a polynomial background. The fit ia done in a two-stage process. In the 

first stage, only a polynomial background, covering about 40% of the spectrum, 
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Fig. 4.11 The photon efficiency for the proccea T(1S) -• -jX aa a function 
of photon energy. The state X ia assumed to decay into fermion 
pain with a coupling proportional to the miee of the fermion. 
The vertical dashed lines show the kinematic thresholda for the 
relevant fermiona. The threshold! are aasumed to turn on very 
quickly in this plot; phase-space effects will actually smooth this 
result. 

Is used in the fit. In the second stage, the detector response function is fixed 
at a particular energy, with width fixed at ag/B = 2.1%/VS. The background 
determined from the first stage is added to this response function so that the 
fit determines only the amplitude of the response function above the fixed back
ground. Tt» energy of the response function is then moved 1% (each move covers 
I of a 2% bin) and the fit repeated. This process is repeated over the range that 
the background is determined from the first stage; approximately 40% of the 
apectrum. The background is then successively moved and the above procedure 
repeated. Each successive background overlaps with the previous one so that 
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Fif. 4-18 The statistical significance, S/AS, of any structure consistent 
with a narrow state in the inclusive photon spectrum. Negative 
values correspond to negative fluctuations in Figure 4.1S. The 
most significant atructure occurs at 4188 MeV with a significance 
of leas than 1.7. 

the only fits used are those whose response function is far from the background 
end-points. 

The result of each fit is an estimate of the number of signal events above 
background at that photon energy, and a statistical error on that number. To 
test for any statistically significant structures in the inclusive photon spectrum, 
the number of standard deviations from sero events as a function of photon 
energy is shown in Figure 4.18. Each point in this plot is calculated by taking 
the number of events from the fit and dividing by the error on that number. 
Negative values in this plot correspond to downward fluctuations in the photon 
spectrum. The most significant atructure in the apectrum lies at 4188 MeV with 
a significance of less than 1.7. 
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Became no significant structures, consistent with the decay of a narrow state, 

are seen in the inclusive photon spectrum, upper limits for such states are cal

culated. The branching fraction is calculated using 

. . . . _ S±AS 
' ' (AT±AJV)(c±Ae) 

where f is the branching fraction, S in the number of signal events from the fit, 

N is the number produced T(1S) events, given by equation [4.3], and e is the 

photon efficiency. 

In the calculation of upper limits on / , / is assumed to be distributed nor

mally. To convert / and A / to a 60% confidence level upper limit, a gaussian 

with mean equal to / and aigma equal to A / is integrated from zero to infinity 

to get the normalization. The upper limit V is found such that the integral of 

the same gaussian from zero to V is 90% of the normalized integral. Thus, V 

satisfies 

J N{x\f, A/)d* = 0.00 J JV(*|/, A/)<fe. 
0 0 

The restriction that the integrals not go negative is due to the physical require

ment that branching ratios are always positive. The resulting upper limit cur»e 

is shown in Figure 4.19. This result can also be plotted as a function of the recoil 

mass rather than the photon energy as shown in Figure 4.20. Again, phase-space 

effects will smooth the thresholds shown in these two plots. 

4.T Conclusions 

Figure 4.20 indicates that only for Higga mass around S.S GeV/c 3 does this 

analysis come close to the theoretical estimate for the branching ratio of a mini

mal Higgs particle. For a Higga mass below about 4 GeV/c*, the efficiency drop, 

due to Bhabha rejection in the hadron selection routines, causes a large increase 

in the corresponding upper limit. A different Bhabha rejection algorithm, tuned 
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Fig. 4.19 The 90% confidence level upper limit for the process T(1S) -» 
iX as a function of photon energy. The assumptions on the 
decay of X are found in the text. The vertical dashed lines 
show the kinematic thresholds for the relevant fermions. 

for this analysis, might improve the upper limit for Higgs' muses in the 1 to 4 

GeV/c' range. The decay modes open to the Higgs for masses below about 1 

GeV/c' are sufficiently different from the decays into eS and il that an entirely 

different analysis would be required to separate such decays from QED events. 

For a Higgs mass above about 6 GeV/c', both a slow decrease in photon effi

ciency and an increase in the number of background photons causes a rise in the 

upper limit. In no mass range does this analysis rule out a minimal Higgs to the 

90% confidence limit for the latest estimates of the T(1S) brMiching ratio which 

includes QCD radiative corrections. 

The above analysis can be applied to different assumptions on the decay 

modes of X. The major difference is that the photon efficiency may have different 

kinematic thresholds depending on the couplings and the possible decay products 
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Ft>. .̂W The 90% confidence level upper limit for the procen T(1S) -t 
iX aa a function of recoil man. The vertical daahed linei show 
the kinematic thresholds for the relevant fermioni. The horizon
tal daahed line correspond* to the lowest order calculation for 
the Wilcxek mechanism. The two solid horizontal Unci indicate 
the range of the theoretical estimate of the first order radiative 
correction* to the. Wilciek calculation. 

involved. If X decays predominantly through low multiplicity exclusive channels, 
for example, the tT final state predicted to dominate the Biggs decay in some 
non-minimal models, this analysis will have a lower sensitivity for their detection. 
The emsll band between the rr~ and eH thresholds in Figure 4.19 shows this 
directly. On the other band, as long as X decays into mutl-hadron final states, 
the detection efficiency remains high, and the upper limits found here will be 
approximately unchanged. 

As stated in Chapter 1, the most promising place to discover a light Uiggs 
particle appears to be in radiative T decays. However, a sample of approximately 
10 miiiion Tf (19) decay* recorded by a detector having about 5 times the sensi-
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tivity of the Crystal Ball is needed to reach the current theoretical estimates for 
masses above 8 GeV/c*. Thus, it will be difficult to substantially improve this 
result In the near future without new techniques in production and detection of 
T(1S) events. 
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Appendix A 

Problems in the Crystal Energy Distributions 

A . l The Symptom 

About nine months after our 1084 T(1S) data aet was taken, several crystal 

channels in this data and in data taken in 1085 were found to have an abnormal 

behavior in their distribution of energy deposition. Figure A.l shows examples 

of three such channels, where the problem ranges from minor to severe. About 

1B% of the crystal* had visible effect* in such plots; approximately 5% were 

affected in a manner typified by each distribution in Figure A.l. These plots 

were indicative of a non-linear response to energy deposition. Although 85% of 

the crystals ahowed no indication of a problem, it was difficult to estimate the 

photon efficiency caused by this, up to then, unknown electronics problem. 

Because no problems were seen below about 350 MeV, photons with energy 

below thia were assumed unaffected. This was substantiated by noting that, in 

1084, the widths and amplitudes for the sr° and n in two-photon invariant mass 

plots and the / ° peak in two-photon annihilation* were consistent with those 

in 1983. For photons of higher energy, aeveral energy dependent effects made 

efficiency estimation difficult. As the photon energy increases, electromagnetic 

showers tend to deposit a larger fraction of their energy in neighboring crystals. 

This fraction la also highly dependent on what part of the crystal the photon 

enters; photona entering at a corner or edge will deposit less energy in the central 

m 
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fit- A.1 Crystal energy distributions in the 1984 data. The energy de
posited in the indicated crystal over a long running period is 
shown. About S% of the crystals were affected in a manner 
typical of each of these 3 plots. 
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crystal and more in the neighboring crystals than a photon entering a crystal's 

center. Because most of the non-linear effects are seen between 400-1000 MeV, 

photons with energies approximately in this renge and somewhat higher are 

assumed suspect. However, because photons with energies between 1000-4700 

MeV can leave large fractions of their energy in neighboring crystals, specifically 

energy in the 400-1000 MeV range, all photons with energy above about 400 

MeV are suspect. 

Although precise efficiency calculations could not be made without a working 

model of the hardware problem, several observations indicated that the efficiency 

was not exclusively degraded, i.e. below about 70S6. As stated in Section 2.10, 

Bhabhas are used to calibrate the entire energy range of the Crystal Ball. The 

4.7 GeV Bhabhas used for calibrations have roughly 70% of their energy in the 

centtal crystal. This implies that 1 or 2 neighboring crystals could have energy 

in the 400-1000 MeV range. If a large number of such Bhabhas were affected 

by the electronics problem, the energy calibration would have been distorted, 

resulting in shifted and/or broadened »° and n peaks. As stated earlier, no such 

effects were seen. Finally, electronics tests made with the Crystal Ball flasher 

system indicated the efficiency was low, but these tests were not trusted because 

they could not predict the actual crystal energy distributions in either quality or 

quantity. The discrepancy was most likely due to systematic problems with the 

flasher system itself. 

To get a more direct look at the problem, the two-photon decay of IJ'B, where 

one photon was above SCO MeV, was studied. The amplitude and width of the q 

peak in the 1084 data were consistent with the 1983 data, though limited statis

tics and a difficult background shape made these results somewhat ambiguous. 

Radiative QED events were also examined. The two primary electrons or pho

tons were used to calculate the expected energy of the smaller, radiative photon. 

The difference between the expected and calculated energy as a function of the 

smaller photon's energy in 1084 showed a broadening for about 10% of the events. 
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MINOR TRIANGLE 

Fig. A.t The baaic setup for the Crystal Ball on-line system. The PDP 
directs NEMO to select each INH module in turn, where the 
pulse-heifht information for each minor triangle ia converted by 
the ADC and sent back to the PDP. 

Although these tests were not quantitative, they indicated the efficiency was 

Greater than about 70%. The naive guess of 85%, based only on the number of 

affected crystal channels, was too rough an estimate and die" lo t give an energy 

dependence. Without a working model of the non-linearity, and with no effects 

in the data other than the crystal energy distributions, the photon efficiency as 

a function of energy was very uncertain. 

A.3 The Problem Found 

After examining the on-line electronics, the hardware problem responsible for 

the non-linear response was discovered. Figure A.2 shows the general features 

of the Crystal Ball on-line data acquisition system. During normal data taking 

the 9 phototube outputs for each minor triangle are sent from the detector to 

the Crystal Ball control room and are processed by "B-Channel Integrate and 

Hold" (INH) units. The INH divides each signal into a "high channel" and "low 

At Tke PrcHtm Fn%i pAfC C( 

channel" and amplifies them. The low channel's gain is about 20 times higher 

than that of the high channel. The pulse's charge is collected on a capacitor for 

each of the 18 channels. When the experiment is triggered the voltage on each 

capacitor is held by a FET twitch. The on-line PDP then directs *NEMO" to 

read the voltage on each of these capacitors. NEMO selects an INH unit and has 

the IB channels multiplexed, one at a time, to a common output called the Analog 

Out. It is important to note that NEMO reads the low channel followed by the 

high channel for each of the S crystal inputs. After each channel ia selected and 

allowed to settle NEMO directs the ADC to read the voltage level and transfer 

the digital information to the PDP. The time delay between NEMO's switch 

to the next channel and the start of the ADC conversion is called the "NEMO 

settling time* and is hard-wired in the NEMO module by a component header. 

After NEMO finishes reading the 18 channels it switches to the next INH and 

repeats this procedure for all crystal channels. 

The first plot in Figure A.3 shows the voltage level of the analog out line as 

NEMO switches through the 18 channels of an INH module. A pulser was used 

to simulate Nal signals into the 0 input channels of the INH. The high voltage 

levels correspond to the "low channels* while the lower voltage levels correspond 

to the "high channels* because the low channels have a higher gain. As the input 

pulse height increases (B), the voltage levels rise until the low channel outputs 

saturate at around 11 Volts (C). As the input pulse height increases further (D), 

the high channel continues rising while the low channel voltages drop somewhat. 

Because the ADC times out for signals above 8 Volts, and because the off-line 

software uses the high channel information in this case, the low channel behavior 

is unimportant for higher pulse heights. The width of each plateau increases with 

increased voltage level because the ADC takes longer to convert a larger signal. 

In an effort to reduce the experiment's dead time, the NEMO settling time 

referred to above was reduced from 10.8 (J sec to 5.6 p. sec in March 168-1. This 

drastically reduced the time allowed for the switching transients to stabilize be-
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Fig. A.S The voltage level for the Analog-Out scan. The nine input chan
nels are selected by NEMO, low channel first followed by the 
high channel. The plateaus with the higher voltage levels are 
the low channels. The figures show a progression of increased 
input pulse-height. Note the lov. channel saturates at about 
11 volts. The vertical voltage scale is 2 Volts/division and the 
horizontal time scale it 100 ji sec/division. 

A.l The ProUtm Fo+nt P*t> »4 

FET switch was added to ground the Analog Out line just after each ADC read. 
The duration of this grounding was only a small fraction of the total settling 
time. The addition of the pull-down FET greatly decreased the settling time 
from the low to high channel transition because the low-channel voltage level 
is higher than the high channel's voltage. At first this modification might reem 
naive; on transitions from the high to the following low channel, there is a voltage 
increase which is impeded by the grounding FET. The reason this modification 
works is due to the output op-amp, described below, being able to drive the 
Analog Out line up in voltage much faster than down. For most crystal channels 
the change to the 5.6 jisec settling time with the pull-down FET installed, re
duced a safety factor but did not affect the electronic's performance. In a small 
fraction of channels, however, this delay was too short and the ADC conversion 
began befor« ringing had subsided. This effect was also found to be pulse-height 
dependent and explains why only energies in an intermediate energy range were 
affected, as explained below. It should be pointed out here that in retrospect, 
this change was not the only one to cause an electronics failure. Interference 
between thu modification and another electronics change, made a few months 
after the 1984 T(lS) run, exacerbated the problem. The other change will be 
discussed below. 

Figure A.4 shows a close-up of an improperly working channel in the Analog-
Out scan (the grounding FET is out of the circuit in these plots for clarity). The 
voltage level falls from the low-channel plateau toward the high-channel level, 
rings and then settles to the correct value (A). Also shown is the start-ADC 
pulse. This pulse gates the Analog-Out line to create an input pulse for the 
ADC. As the input pulse-height increases (B), the voltage difference between the 
low and high channels steadily grows. This requires more tims for settling to the 
high-channel voltage level. If the input pulse-height increases further, the low-
channel voltage level remains saturated at around 11 volts (and even decreases 
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Fi>. A.̂  One Channel in the Analog-Out scan. Aa the pulac-height in
put increases, the time required to reach a atable high-channel 
level increase*, until the low-channelaaturatea. This is the point 
where the voltage difference between the low and high-channel 
levels is greatest and incorrect conversion values are measured 
(B). Further increase in input pulse-height only decreases the 
voltage difference and thus the time for aettling. The vertical 
voltage Male is 1 Volt/division and the horizontal time scale is 
2 fi sec/division. The time of ADC conversion is the 2.2 Volt 
pulse starting at 12 fisec. Ground for the analog out line and 
the ADC convert pulse is labeled GND and Gnd respectively. 
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Fig. A.S The output schematic for the INH output circuit. The CA3H0T 
op-amp determines the rise-time between channel switches while 
the CD4066A FET switch determines the ringing just before 
reaching the low-channel plateau. 

somewhat) while the high-channel voltage level rises. This makes the voltage 
difference decrease (C-D). Thus, the time needed for settling from the low to the 
high channel increases with input pulse height until the low channel saturates, 
then slowly decreases. In this example, incorrect voltage values are converted for 
the cases shown in (B) and (C). 

Figure A.S shows the output circuit for an INH module. The final CA3140T 
op-amp dictates the fall time from the low to high channel plateaus. Manufac
turing variations in these op-amps cause the fall-time to vary by about 1 fisec. 
These variations are illustrated in Figure A.S. Resistance and capacitance values 
for the final FET switch in Figure A.S are responsible for the ringing seen just 
before reaching a stable high-ehi-inel plateau. Figure A.7 shows the effect of two 
different FET's in the INH output circuit. The top plot (A) shows the result 
of using the design (RCA-CA4066A) FET switch. The lower figure (B) shows 
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Fig. A.B The effects of different op-amps on the settling time. The top 
plot shows a "good" op-amp when a stable high-channel level 
is reached before the ADC conversion begins. The bottom plot 
shows a "bad" op-amp. The difference Is due to variations in 
their manufacturing. The vartical voltage scale is 1 Volt/division 
and the horizontal time scale is 2 fiuc/divislon. The time 
of ADC conversion is the 1.2 Volt pulse starting at 12 /tsee. 
Ground for the analog out line and the ADC convert pulse is 
labeled GND and Gnd respectively. 
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Fig. A.7 The effects of different FET switches on the settling time. The 
top plot shows little ringing from the use of an RCA FET switch. 
The bottom plot shows more ringing, resulting in a longer set
tling time for an HEF FET switch. This difference is due to a dif
ference in component specifications. The vertical voltage scale is 
1 Volt/division and the horizontal time scale is 2 p sec/division. 
The time of ADC conversion is the 2.2 Volt pulse starting at 
12 tint. Ground for.the analog out line and the ADC convert 
pulse is labeled GND and Gnd respectively. 
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the effect of what wae thought to be a compatible replacement (HEF-C A4066B). 

The settling behavior ie aeen to be quite degraded uilng the HEF awltche*. Thii 

can be traced to different manufacturing •pacification! on the CA40MA vereea 

CA40MB chipe. Thue, the HEF chlpe require about an additional 2 | i iec for 

proper aettling behavior. In February 1085, all of the INH output FET ewitches 

were replaced because it waa thought aome were leaking when cloeed. About 

3K% were replaced by (pare RCA FET chlpe and the reet by the HEF FET 

chipe. The aettling time degradation of the HEF awitchee waa not known at the 

time. The combination of thli change and the lowering of the NEMO eettling 

time reduced any safety factor to essentially aero for all cryital channela. Manu

facturing variation in critical component*, especially the variation noted In the 

op-ampa, allowed the ADC read to occur before the analog line had etablluwd. 

ThU explairu why moat cryital channel problem! were In the 400-1000 MeV re

gion; thia la preciaely the range where the low channel become! saturated and 

the neeeaaary aettllng-tlme to the high channel la a maximum. Thia correspond! 

to photons with energy In the 800-1500 MeV range. Tht* is just In range of the 1 

GeV signal reported as preliminary In the aummer of 1084 which prompted the 

1084 T(1S) run. 

In summary, the 1M4 T(1S) data was degraded by lowering the NEMO 

settling time and Installing the pull down FET. This effect occurred only in 

the high channel and was teen in about 15% of the crystals. After the fall 

1984 running, the RCA FET switches were changed to predominantly HEF FET 

switches which further degraded the electronic!' performance. ThU change, in 

combination with aome preliminary measurement! made with the Crystal Ball 

Basher system before the actual problems were found, gave erroneous efficiency 

estimate!. Although these measurements did not correctly predict the energy 

distributions in the 1084 data, they did add confusion to an already uncertain 

situation. 
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Fit. A.S The electronics setup for the chsxge injection system. A Nal 
pulse Is generated and attenuated before entering the selected 
channel of an INH unit. The reat of the on-line data acquisition 
system performs as it does during normal data taking, 

A.S Measurement o f tha Non-linear Response 

Once the electronics' problems responsible for the non-linear response were 

found, it was clear that measuring the response function for all crystals could 

reault in an accurate determination of the photon efficiency as a function of 

energy. To measure the electronic'! response to energy deposition, a charge 

injection ayitem (CIS) was constructed and used to simulate Nal pulses entering 

the INH unitst Figure A.S shows the basic setup. Here the phototube output is 

simulated with a Nal pulse generator. The pulse's amplitude is defined by the 

voltage level driving the generator. The pulse is attenuated by any of 5 possible 

resistor networks which can be inserted into the circuit by the PDP. These 5 

attenuator circuits reduce the pulse's amplitude by a factor of 16,4, 2,1.4 (>/2) 

f Taw system was iaitislly seed to check tht lioeuity of the cltcLroiucs whin the Crystsl 
Bill wee fret ett-ap at DESY U Uu 1882. No problems were obeirved at test lime. 
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and 1.2 {i/2) reipectlvely. This provide! 32 poaiiUe attenuation levek, each level 
differing from the prevloiu one by about 20%. The attenuated puke then enters 
a 10-channel multiplexer box, abo controlled by the PDP. The tint 0 channels 
are used to select which INH input channel the pulse will enter. 

To measure the response function, the PDP selects a channel and attenuator 
setting and cause* a pulse to be generated. The experiment Is triggered and all 
data from the event is read by the PDP in the usual manner. A program in 
the PDP then extracts th* low and high ADC counts for the pulsed channel and 
saves them for further analysis. The 8 attenuators are changed to the next setting 
and the process repeated for all 32 possible levels from the highest attenuation 
setting to no attention. This procedure is repeated 5 times for the selected 
channel. The multiplexer box then selects the next channel in the INH which w 
measured similarly. When all 0 channels have been measured, th* cable from the 
multiplexer box is moved to the next INK unit and the above step* are repeated 
for all 88 INH unit*. To Increase the measurement'* resolution, the voltage level 
driving the pulse generator is changed and the entire procedure repeated. The 
voltage change is designed so that the two sets of 32 attenuator settings mesh 
in an alternating fashion. This was very useful for seeing fast changing response 
curves and, as discussed below, useful for determining time dependent systematic 
errors. The process i* fully automated except for the cable change to the next 
INH unit. The entire measurement take* 18-18 hours. 

It would have taken much lets time to make B pulses for each attenuator 
setting rather than running through the 32 setting! 5 time*. The attenuator 
letting* were changed with each puke because the results were dependent on 
the mechanical relay contact* which take the attenuator* in or out of the cir
cuit. If several pulses were taken without changing the relay*, the average ADC 
count* read were very (table with a ilgma on the order of 0.01% for a medium 
range pulse-height. However, if the relays were changed, and the measurement 
repeated, the result* would again show a very small error but often Inconsistent 

A.S Mc«i«r«mt«< »/1>« NoKlintir Jfaiyme f« fi ug 

Hardware Configurations for CISSY Tests 

Run INHFET NEMO Settling Time Pull-Down FET 

1983 AHA 10 n sec No 

1084 A and B S /i sec Yes 

1985 A a n d B lOflSeC Yes 

ToMe A.l The electronics' hardware configuration for the 1S83 and 
1084 running periods. The hardware was in the 1085 
configuration when the electronic* problems were dis
covered. 

with the tint measurement. Cleaning the relay contact* helped considerably but 
they were (till the dominant point to point error. In this case, the eigma was 
about O.OSSe. When a measurement using this method was repeated after 1-2 
days a difference of lew than about 2 ADC count* over the entire attenuation 
range was seen. Thk was assumed to be pedestal drifts and/or temperature 
effect*. Thus, th* measurement error* included the (tatistical error from the 5 
puke* and a systematic error of 2 ADC counts. Because data for the two different 
voltage settings were taken many houn apart, every other point in the 64-point 
response curve wsa taken at very different times. This helped to determine the 
longer term systematic error* by observing systematic shifts between adjacent 
points. 

In late 1985, the measurement described above was performed with the de
tector in the 1083 and 1084 configurations as defined in Table A.l. Shown in 
Figure A.S is a Zener diode which was added between the 1084 and 1085 data tak
ing runs. This modification wis made so that after a channel saturated it would 
stay at 10 volts. Thk ws* useful for diagnostics, but it did seem to change the 
settling behavior slightly. Therefore, the Zener diodes were removed from all INH 
modules for the 1083 and 1084 simulations. The 1083 set-up was modeled first 
and involved changing the NEMO settling time to 10.e p sec and removing the 
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pull-down FET. All the INH output FET't were changed to the RCA CA4066A 
type which were in piece for the IMS end 1SS4 running. Because the actual chipe 
in OK in 1983 and IBM were discarded in February IMS, replacement! of the 
tame type and manufacturer were used. For the 1084 measurement the NEMO 
settling time waa act at 5.4 jisec and the pull-down FET was inatalltd. 

A.4 Modeling the Problem 

To model the problem in the 1984 data, the ratio of 1084 to 1083 ADC count* 
waa formed for all crystal channels over the electronics* entire dynamic range. 
Care wae taken to treat the low and high channel data in the same manner ai 
done in the off-line software. The response curve was determined for only 64 
discrete values so ADC counts between those measured were modeled by linear 
interpolation. A software program called CISSY wae developed to take an energy 
assumed to be in the 1083 data, and predict the energy found in the 1084 data, 
based on the measured response curvet. By applying theft predicted distortions 
to the 1083 crystal energy distributions, a prediction for the 1084 distributions 
it obtained which can be compared to the actual onet. Figures A.0, A. 10 and 
A.ll show tuch plots for the crystals shown in Figure A.l. The agreement is 
usually very good, however tome crystal channels were good in the 1084 T(1S) 
data with the predicted plots showing non-linearities, while others were bad in 
the 1084 data with the. predicted plot showing no indication of a problem. At 
least three effects are presumably responsible for this: 
• In the year between the 1084 data taking and the charge injection measurements 
taken in November 1085, a few INH modules were swapped; no record was kept 
of this change. 
• During this period, tome channels had their op-amps and/or FET switches 
replaced. A record of these changes was kept, but was lost. 
e The behavior of some channele may have changed during this year. 

To model these effects, a search was made for channels with non-linearities 
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CRYSTAL 434 
1083 DATA 1084 DATA 

CIS DATA MODIFIED 1083 DATA 

Fig A.9 Comparison of predicted and measured crystal energy distribu
tions for crystal 434. The plot in the upper left and upper right 
show the 1083 and 1084 data respectively. The lower left plot 
shows the distortion function calculated from CISSY. The lower 
right plot 1* the convolution of the upper left and lower left plots 
and it a prediction of the 1984 data. 
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CRYSTAL 156 
1084 DATA 

n 11 I I I I 11 i i i 11 i i i i I i i F V 

CIS DATA 
I I 11 I i I 11 I I M 11 I 11 I | I I I I, 

MODIFIED toes DATA 
fcl 1 1 I I I 11 111 I I 111 I I I I I I I I. 

LcqlErrmil 

Fif. A.IO Comparison of predicted and meaaured cryatal energy distribu
tions for crystal 158. The figure descriptions are the same as in 
Figure A.O. 
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CRYSTAL 143 
1983 DATA 

ui i i i I 11 i 111 11 111 i I I 1111 ' i : 

LofllEM-jttti' 

1884 DATA 
.1 i l i I i l i 11 11 I 11 i i i i | i i i i 

i i . . I • i . I i • •!• 1 , , . i I il, i • 

•-"v'Eerwrtl' 

CIS DATA 
I i I I I I i i i i I i I i i I i i i i. 

MODIFIED 1083 DATA 
L.1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. 

I n I I I I I I •J- .- . -^T'I'I 
• S 8 7 B 0 

LoplEo^t,,) 

Fig. A.II Comparison of predicted and measured crystal energy distribu
tions for crystal 143. The figure descriptions are the same as 
in Figure A.B. Note the saw-toothed pattern in the non-linear 
region of the response curve. This is due to a systematic change 
between the two measurements taken with different pulser volt
ages. Decause this behavior is not seen in the linear regions, this 
indicates the non-linearity ia not stable over the several hour pe
riod between the two sets of data taking. 
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consistent with INH awapping, and the charge-injection data for theee channel! 

were interchanged. Seven inch awapi were modeled, affecting about 8.5% of 

the channete. The remaining channel! which ehowed no problem in the 1484 

data but had a non-linearity in the CIS data were identified. Another channel 

in the came INH, allowing no non-linearities wae uaed to model these channel*. 

Approximately 1.0% of the channel! were or thil type. Finally, channel* which 

appeared normal In the CIS data but had problem* In the IBM data were modeled 

with another channel allowing a eimilar non-linearity. About 1.1% of the channel! 

were of thie type. 

One Anal modification waa done to the CIS data; thoee channel! which ihowsd 

a much better or much worse non-linearity than wa* warranted from the 1984 

energy-diitributiona were modeled with another non-linear channel with a eimilar 

behavior. About 2.1% of the channel! fell in this category; about equal number 

of channel! were Improved ai were degraded. With theee modification!, CISSY 

reliably modeled the problem! found in the 1084 eryita] energy distribution* for 

all crystal channels. 

A.6 Results of CIS Measurements 

The primary interest in CISSY is in obtaining a photon efficiency curve as 

a function of energy. This is done by generating Monte Carlo T -» -res events 

for a variety of photon energies and merging thou with real events triggered 

only by the DBM trigger. Merging the DBM events help simulate machine 

related backgrounds not in the Monte Carlo, as described in lection 3.5. The 

photon spectrum for these events is made and compared to the spectrum after 

convolving all energies with CISSY and reanalyilng the events with the standard 

off-lint production software. The ratio of the number of peak photons after 

running CISSY to the number before is the efficiency. Because every Monte 

Carlo event haa a photon with the energy being tested, the photon spectrum h u 

a very large peak. This represents a 100% branching ratio of the T into -yeZ. An 

A.S R'i*lU el CIS MnnntiunU Pie tot 

Photon Cuts for CISSY Analysis 
"Soft" Cuts "Medium* CuU "Hard* Cuts 

|co*#*|< 0.875 | co*#j |< 0.850 | c o s # j | < 0.825 
0.40 < Ei/Et < 0.080 0.50 < E,/Et < 0.960 0.85 < E,/E, < 0.955 
0.70 < £ « / £ , i < 0.S95 0.T8 < Et/En < 0.985 0.80 < EtfEa < 0.082 

cos IAB < OM cos Cm <0.S5 COS#AS <0.82 
Pifit LLD < 1.50 Pint LLD < l.fQ Pifit LLD < 0.85 

| M » - * * n | / M * > 0 . 1 S |W. - Mrrl/W. > 0.15 | A f , - A f , T | / M * > 0 . 1 5 

ToWe A.t The cuts used to define photon in the efficiency calcula
tion. 

actual spectrum does not show such large peaks so this approach is not entirely 

valid. The main systematic error here is in the fitting procedure; the line-ihape 

and background level are not well represented. With a more realistic branching 

ratio, say around 19», the fit is insensitive to the line-shape. Thi* can be modeled 

by using only a email number of Monte Carlo generated events and a statistical 

background, roughly simulating the level seen In the actual data. 

Another method of estimating the photon efficiency it to insert Monte Carlo 

photons into real data. In this case, however, the higher energy photons are no 

longer a negligible fraction of the event'e total energy- Adding such photon* to 

an otherwise typical event will violate energy and momentum conservation and 

will neglect angular correlations present in a real event. Thus, this method was 

not u*ed for an efficiency estimation. 

The result* of the T -» 7c; analysis are shown in Figures A.12 and A.13. 

Two thousand T -» 7c? events were generated for ten different photon energies 

ranging from 400 MeV to 3500 MeV. Photons from these events are subjected to 

three sets of cuts; "soft" cuts which have a high efficiency but low background 

rejection, "medium" cuts which are typical of most Crystal Ball analyses, and 
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Fi§. A.1S The photon efficiency a* a function of energy for the 1084 data. 
The solid curve correspond to the "*oft" *et of cut*, the dashed 
curve to the "medium" cut* and the dotted curve to the "hard" 
cut*. A branching ratio of 1% i* modeled with the appropriate 
background level for a (ample of roughly 400,000 T(1S) event*. 
Point* with the n ine photon energy are highly correlated. 

'hard" cut* which have a low photon efficiency but high background rejection. 

The cut* used are shown in Table A.2. 

The photon spectrum, both before and after CISSY, for each of the three 

sets of cuts, was made and fitted in two passes. The first pass involved fitting 

the photon peak with a variable amplitude, mean and width. The top plot in 

Figure A.12 show* the percent change in the photon peak'* mean caused by the 

electronic* problem. For example, a 1 GeV photon appears about 0.8 MeV higher 

in energy than it should because of the malfunction. This shift is well below the 

Crystal Ball's absolute energy resolution and is therefore negligible. The bottom 

http://Mwir.in.iiti
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plot shows the difference in width before and liter CISSY. The greatest difference 

Is about 0.3% which Implies the resolution is expected to rise from 2.754 to not 

more than about 3.0%. This change would be important if any large signals were 

present in the real data set, but because no significant peaks are seen, the width 

is fixed at 2.7% for all upper limit calculations. Fixing the width to 2.7% has no 

measurable effect on the efficiency for small branching ratios as discussed below, 

but has the advantage that all T(1S) data can be fit in the same manner. 

In the oecond fitting pass, a statistical background similar to that found in the 

real data is added to a smaller sample of Monte Carlo events. The background 

level and peak sixe were selected to simulate a signal with about a 1% branching 

ratio in about 400,000 T(1S) events. Care was taken to adjust the background 

levsl with the change in efficiency for the three sets of cuts. The mean was fixed 

to that found in the first p u s with the full Monte Carlo data set and the width 

was fixed at 2.7%. Figure A.13 shows ths efficiency for the three sets of cuts. 

Because the same events are subjected to different cuts for each energy, the three 

points with the same energy are highly correlated. If the width is fixed to the 

value found in the first fitting pass, or if the fit after CISSY is fixed to the value 

fonnd before CISSY, the results are almost identical; the points do not move by 

more than the siie of their star pattern in Figure A.13. If backgrounds with the 

same shape but which are statistically different are used, Figure A.13 does not 

visibly change. The curve which corresponds to the "soft" cuts is applied to the 

efficiency calculation for the 1084 data set because the soft cuts most resemble 

those used in the analysis found In this thesis. 

In summary, the electronics problem caused an Inefficiency o( about 15% 

for photons in the 1 GeV energy range in the 1084 data set. The shift in the 

mean is negligible compared to the Crystal Ball absolute energy resolution. The 

increased width is too small to measurably affect the results presented here. The 

estimated inefficiency is used to correct the 1084 data in this thesis. 

Appendix B 

Information Useful for Combining Data Sets 

B . l Information Useful for Combining Data Sets 

Because of the great effort needed to experimentally reach the branching 

ratios predicted by the Wilcsek calculation with QCD radiative corrections, the 

combining of date sets by more than one experiment will be the most direct 

route to a stronger result in the near future. If the results from this analysis 

and those from the Argus, CLEO and CUSB experiments discussed in Chapter 1 

were combined, a Biggs particle in the 4-4 GeV/c* mass range could probably 

be ruled out. Other experiment* in the future could then improve on this result. 

The difficulty in combining data set* is getting the information in usable 

form. Although the upper limit curves from other experiments are published, 

they cannot be combined to give a better upper limit; the fit results and detection 

efficiency as a function of photon energy are needed so the data can be combined 

correctly. To make the Crystal Ball data usable in such a program, Table B.l 

lists the final photon efficiency, along with the amplitude and error from the 

fitting procedure, as a function of photon energy. The corresponding number of 

produced T(lS) events is (4.36±0.28) x 10 s . Note that these efficiencies are model 

dependent; radiative decays to states which couple to fermions in proportion to 

the fermlon mass are assumed here. Chapter 4 details how the upper limits were 

derived from these data. 
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B.t fnfrmwlion VnM /of CcmUtmt Df StU Ptt' 1U 

Photon Fit 
LofefC,) Efficiency (5S) Amplitude 

Photon Fit 
Log ((£ 7) Efficiency (%) Amplitude 

6.10 15.8 30.8 ± 04.3 6.11 15.0 44.2 ±04.0 

«.12 18.0 47.2 ± 03.0 6.13 16.1 30.5 ±03.3 

6.14 16.2 24.3 ±93 .0 6.15 16.3 7.3 ±02 .6 

e. ie ie.4 - « . J ± 0 2 . 3 6.17 16.5 -12.1 ±91.8 

•.18 16.6 - -9 .5 ± « M •taw':;;;:';; w.7 0.0 ±90.0 

8.20 1«.8 12.2 ±00.4 3>l2T 16.9 32.3 ±90.1 

6.22 17.0 28.3 ±80.7 6.23 17.1 30.8 ±89.3 

6.24 17.2 31.0 ±80 .0 6.25 17.3 30.0 ±88.6 

6.26 17.4 27.0 ±88 .1 6.27 17.5 23.8 ±87.6 

6.28 17.6 16.2 ± 86.0 6.20 17.7 4.1 ± 86.4 

6.30 17.8 -12.4 ± 86.0 6.31 17.0 -31.5 ±85.5 

6.32 1S.0 -49.9 ±84.9 6.33 18.1 -64.8 ±84.4 

6.34 18.2 -75 .3 ±83.8 6.3S 18.3 -81 .2 ±83 .3 

6.36 18.4 -83.2 ±82.9 6.37 18.5 -80.8 ±82.5 

6.38 18.6 -71.9 ±82.2 6.30 18.7 -84.8 ±81.8 

6.40 18.8 -30.1 ±81 .6 6.41 10.0 - 0 . 8 ± 81.3 

6.42 19.1 28.7 ±80.9 6.43 19.2 54.0 ±80.7 

6.44 10.4 71.9 ±80 .4 6.45 19.5 81.3 ± 80.1 

6.46 10.6 83.3 ±70.7 6.47 19.8 80.2 ± 70.3 

6.48 10.0 " 74.1 ±78.8 6.49 20.0 66.5 ± 78.3 

6.50 20.2 57.6 ±77.8 6.51 30.3 46.7 ± 77.2 

6.52 20.4 33.1 ± 76.7 6.53 20.6 16.3 ± 76.0 

6.64 20.7 - 3 . 6 ±75.4 6.55 20.8 -24.5 ±74 .9 

6.56 21.0 -43.2 ±74.3 6.57 21.1 -65.8 ±73.8 
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6.G8 21.2 -68.8 ±73.4 

6.60 21.5 -37.1 ± 72.4 

6.62 21.7 - 9 . 0 ±71.4 

6.64 22.0 -VS.8 ± 70.0 

6.66 22.3 -33.3 ±69 .7 

6.68 22.6 -32.5 ±68.8 

6.70 22.9 3.5 ±67.9 

6.72 23.2 38.2 ± 67.0 

6.74 23.6 44.3 ±66 .2 

6.76 23.0 30.7 i 65.1 

6.78 24.2 -10.4 ±63 .6 

6.80 24.6 -41.2 ±62.6 

6.82 24.9 -42.8 ±61.7 

6.84 25.2 -7 .1 ±60.5 

6.86 25.6 12.7 ± 59.5 

6.88 25.0 - 6 . 9 ±58.6 

6.90 26.2 -20.0 ±57 .6 

6.92 26.3 -1 .2 ± 56.4 

6.04 36.4 23.5 ± 55.6 

6.06 36.5 31.1 ± 54.7 

6.08 26.6 24.9 ±53.6 

7.00 36.7 2.9 ±52 .3 

7.02 26.8 -27.1 ±51.0 

7.04 36.0 -31.7 ±50.2 

7.06 27.0 -2 .6 ± 40.2 

7.08 27.2 25.1 ±48.5 

6.59 21.4 -51.6 ± 73.0 

6.61 21,6 -21.0 ± 71.0 

6.63 21.9 -5 .4 ±71.0 

6.65 22.1 -22.2 ± 70.2 

6.67 22.4 -38.0 ± 69.2 

6.69 22.7 -17.3 ± 68.3 

6.71 23.1 23.7 ±67.4 

6.73 23.4 44.7 ±66.6 

6.75 23.7 39.1 ±65.7 

6.77 24.1 19.6 ±64.4 

j . 7 9 24.4 -26.8 ±63.1 

6.81 24.7 -48.0 ±62.2 

6.83 25.1 -26.9 ±61.1 

6.85 25.4 8.3 ± 60.1 

6.87 25.7 5.8 ± 59.0 

6.80 26.1 -17.9 ± 58.1 

6.01 26.2 -14.2 ± 57.0 

6.93 26.3 12.8 ±56.0 

6.95 2S.4 29.4 ± 55-2 

6.97 26.6 29.5 ± 54.1 

6.09 26.7 16.3 ± 52.0 

7.01 26.8 -13.1 ±51.6 

7.03 26.9 -34.3 ± 50.6 

7.05 27.0 -19.8 ±49.7 

7.07 27.1 14.0 ±48 .0 

7.09 27.4 28.6 ± 48.1 
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7.10 27.T 

7.12 384 

7.14 28.0 

7.18 20.1 

7.18 28.8 

7.20 30.1 

7.22 30.5 

7.24 31.0 

7.26 31.5 

7.28 32.0 

7.30 32.5 

7.32 32.8 

7.34 33.1 

7.36 33.4 

7.38 33.7 

7.40 34.0 

7.42 34.3 

7.44 34.7 

7.46 3S.0 

7.48 35.3 

7.50 35.6 

7.52 35,0 

7.54 38.3 

7.56 36.6 

7.58 36.9 

7.60 37.2 

25.0 ± 47.7 

6.4 ±46.6 

-11.1 ± 45.7 

-19.1 ± 44,6 

-15.7 ± 43,9 

-0 .8 ±43.2 

8.0 ±42.6 

-4 .4 ±41.8 

-20.3 ±40.7 

-11.3 ±40.0 

15.3 ±38.6 

37.0 ±38.1 

28.8 ±38.4 

-11.8 ±37.3 

-53.0 ±36.2 

-60.8 ±35.7 

-20.8 ±35.5 

23.6 ±35.6 ' 

36.8 ±35.5 

31.0 ±35,2 

20.5 ±34.4 

1.8 ±33.8 

-13.2 ±33.3 

-8 .5 ±33.0 

6.1 ±32.8 

16.3 ± 32.8 

7.11 27.8 

7.13, 28.4 

7.15 28.8 

7.17 29.3 

7.18 29.8 

7.21 30.3 

7.23 30.B 

7.28 31.3 

7.27. 31.7 

7.28 32.2 

7.31 32.6 

7.33 32.9 

7.35 33.3 

7.37 33.6 

7.39 !1.» 

7.41 34.2 

7.43 34.8 

7.45 34.8 

7.47 35.1 

7.48 35.5 

7.51 35.8 

7.53 38.1 

7.55 36.4 

7.57 36.7 

7.58 37.1 

7.61 37.4 

16.6 ±47.1 

-3 .3 ±46,1 

-16.4 ±44.8 

-19.0 ±44.2 

-8 ,1 ±43,8 

6.7 ± 42.7 

4.7 ±41.8 

-14.4 ±41.1 

-18.3 ±40.3 

1.4 ±38.8 

28.4 ± 39.5 

37.7 ± 38,8 

11.3 ± 37.9 

-35,2 ± 36.7 

-63.5 ±35.8 

-45.1 ± 35.6 

4.1 ±38.5 

34.3 ± 35.6 

34.8 ± 35.4 

26.4 ± 34.8 

12.0 ± 34.2 

-7.5 ± 33.7 

-13,7 ±33.1 

-2.3 ±33.0 

13.3 ± 32.8 

13.3 ± 32.6 

B.I Informitio* Uttfml fcr Comtw»f Dmt* Sttl P«IC US 

7.62 37.6 5.4 ±32.5 7.63 37.7 -3 .8 ± 32.5 

7.64 37.0 - 9 . 8 ± 32.3 7.65 38.0 -10.6 ±32.1 

7.66 38.2 -9 .3 ± 31.9 7.67 38.4 -10.8 ± 31.7 

7.68 38.5 -17.3 ± 31.6 7.69 38.7 -26.5 ± 31.G 

7.70 38.8 -32.9 ±31.9 7.71 38.0 -30.3 ±31.8 

7.72 39.2 -17.7 ±31.9 7.73 38.3 0.0 ±32.1 

7.74 38.5 16.1 ± 32.3 7.75 39.7 25.5 ± 32.6 

7.76 39.8 26.6 ±32.7 7.77 40.0 21.3 ±32.8 

7.78 40.1 12.2 ±32.6 7.79 40.3 -19.0 ±32.5 

7.80 40.4 -25.4 ±32.5 7.8] 40.6 -28.0 ±32.4 

7.82 40.8 -23.8 ±32.7 7.83 41.1 -11.2 ± 33.0 

7.84 41.3 8.3 ± 33.3 7.85 41.6 28.4 ± 33.5 

7.86 41.0 41.8 ±33 .6 7.87 42.1 43.8 ±33.8 

7.88 42.4 38.3 ± 33.8 7.89 42.7 22.0 ± 33.9 

7.90 43.0 11.6 ±33.9 7.91 43.2 8.9 ±33.9 

7.92 43.S 13.3 ±33 .8 7.93 43.8 20.3 ± 33.9 

7.94 44.1 26.4 ±34.2 7.95 44.3 30.6 ±34.4 

7.96 44.6 33.5 ±34.5 7.97 44.9 36.4 ± 34.8 

7.88 45.1 38.8 ±34 .8 7.99 45.4 39.7 ± 34.9 

8.00 45.7 37.4 ± 34.0 8.01 45.8 30,5 ±34.8 

8.02 46.2 17.8 ±34.8 8.03 46.4 -0 .5 ± 34.5 

6.04 46.6 -22.5 ± 34.3 8.05 46.8 -43.0 ±34.1 

8.06 47.0 -55.2 ± 34.1 8.07 47.3 -55.2 ± 34.1 

8.08 47.5 -45.8 ± 34.1 8.09 47.7 -35.9 ±34.1 

8.10 47.9 -31.3 ±34.3 8.11 48.1 -31.6 ±34.5 

8.12 48.4 -32.1 ± 34.5 8.13 48.6 -28.5 ±34.5 
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».u •• 48.8 -20.8 ± 3 4 . 6 8.15 49.0 -11.3 ±34 .8 

8.16 40.1 -3 .7 ± 34.9 8.17 49.0 -1 .9 ±34 .5 

8.18 48.B -7 .3 ±35.0 8.19 48.8 -17.1 ± 34.1 

8.30 48.6 -25.6 ±33 .8 8.21 48.5 -27.8 ± 33.5 

8.22 48.4 -22.6 ±33.4 8.23 47.9 -12.4 ± 33.2 

8.24 46.9 -1 .5 ±32,8 8.25 46.0 5.2 ±32.5 

8.26 39.1 S.5±32.2 8.27 28.2 1.9 ±31 .6 

8.28 17.4 0.9 ±31.3 8.29 6.4 8.1 ± 30.9 

8.30 8.9 21.8 ± 30.3 8.31 30.3 35.1 ±29.7 

8.32 28.3 43.1 ±29 .1 8.33 26.2 45.6 ±28.2 

8.34 24.2 4S.3±27.7 8.35 22.2 42.8 ±26.5 

8.36 20.1 35.3 ±25 .4 8.37 18.1 22.8 ±24 .1 

8.38 16.1 8.8 ±22.8 8.39 14.2 -1 .8 ±21.2 

8.40 12.7 -8 .0 ±111.4 8.41 11.1 -13.3 ±17.8 

8.42 9.6 -18.8 ± 10.3 8.43 8.1 -20.4 ± 14.7 

844 6.6 -15.7 ± 12.9 8.45 0.6 - 8 . 6 ±11.4 

1 8.46 0.0 -3 .0 ±9 .8 

Tabic B.l The numerical quantities uaed in the upptr limit calcu
lation as a function of photon energy. 


